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Per *endow* sad researchers from a variety Of waders concerned with

prosesimes, systems and issues, the foaled,* literature represents a

bewilderles'and potentially slab collection of discocsected free-

men'. The arterials that are to be fouled are derived frame bland of

Mow& 404 vtedemObased sources that come out of various sectors

Well of it industrially based -- though imereanimsly frogs other sectors

such ai edneatioa, health, etc.), that are rooted in very different

asseepteal sewers dad which gene fren the viewpoints of a variety of

diseiplises. Such theories that do saint tend to deal with wary limited

renew of variables and to shut out coasiderstioa of other potentially

leperteut sours* of varleace. There is Maser tothies'to snide the

resenceher asio the degree to catch theories or,teohnologies developed

lame situation (or context, as veutll define it) are relevant or

appropriate is others.

.7

ThutIons of the preemies issues for those concerned with the study of

R&D the need to build and integrate the various fields of R&D wenn
studise\. To meet this need Will require:

14 an understanding of the nature, structure and functioning

of NW sysiteme as Lhey interact with their environments;

2. in light of the above, an undenstanding of the applicability

(or noorapplicability) for R&D imam one sector of the R&D

sodels,.teithoology and experience to be found in other sectors;

3. as is implied in the shove, an understanding of the basis for

comparative analysis of-RO *you's* across sectors.

It is to the above tasks which this report is addressed, bringing to

bear as inteidisciplioary R4D perspective of webers of the research

teem at the Center for the Intudisciplluary Study of Science and

lichaeleay at Ihrthwesters VelVersity (MST).



Itoo imierete volnele *eve been premed with these Wits in sled«

ealdiaggial Se 11,' RIP WOO. reeserobere elaboretles the cantestual

4.1!4741. L *PO* ae14 lothe4olell AMI emiltorins its utility or

Juitiffistrommtek IMMO* md Sommtimil minweb allondes. WI is
dose thteush illuettettve coateatual agape@ of foie 2/014 sectors

and three issues. alimaisimat (West and Mies 1977) will be

fot policy analyets.and volley ushers, describing the methodology in

a maser useful to meet policy needs smA illustrating the utility of the

cententimil sea/ doll fresework.bylpteseetatian of policy analyses

hiss sudistid ion slumber of agonise,

Is addition twthese gemmialcamoerasmitil IOW systems and issues,

some special atbmitios has been given to the educational sector sad to

UMW problems faced by the latiomal lastituce of iducation, the fuedsrs

of: the resserWkaed, policy studies leading to these. volumes. This is

reflected in the leis* number of policy studio' described in the second

of the prodimmaymnerioned volumes and in two additional volumes

exclUsively devoted to educational WM. 'Thus, tholatitei_m4kemot'

dm series (Spivak tad Radnor 1977) is directed to the educational

*fD&I community prodding a comprehensive analysis of the' key aspects

of the educallreal visa sstwa (Spi'v and isdeor 1977) . The fourth

saes (Rafter, idfles and Rich 1977) addressee a particular issue,

the dissemination and exchanger of information in educational RiD4I.

Ibis present valuer 414 include the following:

CheptersOna'and Iwo will provide a basic understanding of the process

of contextual analysis for RAM.

Chapter One will discuss the nature and bases for a contextual

analytical approach and then will describ.1 and discuss our cow-

parative contextual analysis framework.

'47'7
AllsoWerrhip Development and Innovation (St/D41). As viii be discussed
100Chipter Otis, we use this term to. describe the total process of
sties.



Cheptarlrwevtll this 'speed the discussion of the osier

aspects Waive will mill "features") of an VDU contest.

4 Chapters Three through &wee will then Provide Illustrative detailed

ameIysts'of the contexts of selected sectors, using the developed

tramiworka

Chapter Three will focus on the educition sector, and will

summarise the discussion Oreeeated ingots comprehensive detail is

the volume by Spivsk wad Radnor (1977) noted above.

Chapter four will focus on the' civilian aviationeector.

Chapter Five Will focus on the health sectors

?Chapter Six will focus on the criminal justice sector.

Chapter Seven will provide a summarised illustration of a

cross.sectoral comparison of these four contextual analyses.

Chapters ;tot through Tenuill,illustrate bow the coutemtval

&NA:Fatal approach soy be used to analyse specific SiNI iS11040.

Chapter Eight will focus on the institutional bases of WWII

systems, with particular attention being Oven to how the RAW

functions* are "clustered' together within and among the

institutions of SIOGI systems.

Chapter)Nine will focus on the issue of entrepeneurehip ea

this relates to the historical and current state of-develop-

ment of R/D4I systems.

*the specific meaning we attach to the term "it/pill functions" vIll
lielhUMemmkml is Chapter dm.



amieet So will acorws on bowl vrant O taplamsatatisai
stilimethos

Chapter Sieves illastretes the use eV** osetextual asslysis framework

for pelliai aamipets. arid seemeriee are provided of pone, assipses

CIAST has provided for is sod other agoesies.
4 .4

Chapter Tesivel ommawdes this volume with a' reviem of the use of

evatoesteaiseaftvia.
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THE COJIPARATIV;coimirrtim. ANAursv or mama DroltopmaNT

AND vsNovAnctiNnimis: AN OVERVIEW

O. of the cent issues in education is the need to develop our knowledge

__land_iliCiiiill. in.,educ. banal JA&D.00licy making and management. To respond

,,edequaately to this need Tequila' at least the fol.lowing:
an adequate description of educational R&D as it curre ly exists;

''lidentifi.cation of those aspects of 'R&D which are i.e.
Adlicir are in -some way comp naoreee'diliereoimeaCtors o fields

, .

(e.g., health, education, aerospace etc.) if indeia such

generic cheracteristics do exist,

identification of those aspects of educational R&D which are sectorial;

i.e., specific to the nature of education and edutationa R&D (and

determining, in light of the above, why 'educational R&D

have, the 'Character, they do and function or operate in't

which are observe them to do..
:

the above analyses are made 'and interacted With each other, we can
. ,

y,t,O ',I niaght, Ito, Policies and strategieO St,,,,ich;:are spetifically
);

kilt0;,7chile..at.._the, ,iiame.

.Matiageeient- tichn4pgy and experience from nen7educational

4, '.

gig hbe sewn - of the
O'1

.atbove---p0-4cts ;Ithough::

of ed tion) 'That is to say, the
,
for comparative

iOrr'IY1Wit*

4
andiOi,0111,77..

it L. tirther, the" -71,
in'initliticeLframe.1

".01 Asino.414H., num ,10 or



Bask u term. both- 0f4olicy making, and management atid of transfer of

relevint technologies and experience across Sectors.

and 'management in R&D. it sail the narrow straits between

crila and chaitylb45 , with the danger of non - relevant generalizations on
the one side and the danger of reinvention of well-established principles

on the other side. At present, there does not exist the analvzical frame-

work for 'REND which could map this narrow channel for policy making/manage-

ment,navigatOrs. Mk is our hope to provide at least the basic outline of

such a 'map.

II. SOIL /NITIAL CONSIDERAT- /ORS

Rere begini4ng to develop a frame»ork for comparative analysis of R/D61

ystems, it is ,important to provide some-initial background concepts and

understandinge.from which we will be working.

Ar
1. Research. Develoomeit'and_Innivatio0 R/D&I as a Total Process of

Innovation

trait this point on,' we will.be using the term "Research,'DEvelopment and
'Innovation (P./061.1.)". instead of the more commion term "Research and.Develop

mat (0.4sm .1* Our reason is simpte. The term "R&D" tends to 'iMply a very .

narroitpart of the total. spectruM of functions and activities involved in
a total process of innoVitian. Research and 'development are essentially

"irMT;Usairil Aspects of the total innovation procesa.',4 total innovation process

.inClUdite'sech 7pOst-domelopment", functions such as production, dis;-

on key ;;Mantling function)

unatiOns). tatal-innOVaiion. process- -also recognizes that users may
innovators.

A , : ,

cOncept4aiization of an R/D&t system (i.e., a total /A-
mos) requires that we recognise-it as spanniugkthe total know-

ledge,utilisation' (KU) spectrum. Thus,
A

04#41 0 no 404 e, ; oat- only 7iniumkrclit (both

slo i7, alami t priXfUotimiii; dissaMination,
Aosta imatien, -evaluatial. 'research,. etc. Further .



Imlkmat also .have an understanding of the operative conditions that exist

WithinLangUaffect the R/D&I system (e.g.: the state of system Maturity;

rheHpersonnet base;- funding levelsand patterns; etc.). Finally, we

must also take into account the environment with which the R/D&I system

interacts. 400,

Such a complete conceptualization of a total innovation (11D6a) process

recognizes the many varfati.As of innovation processes. -- for example:

the role of "creative insight" by an indi4idual apart from any research or

-diiiilopment074:f-lifanedUcztional piectitionerl; or that-a specific

function (e.g.: research) may in practice exist in a rather isolated

fashion. However, conceptualization of a total R/D&I process will enable

us to evaluate the overall role and effects of such various types of in-

novation activities.

..
;

Usjige will use the term "R/D&I ". .;

0
1

. 1

,, ., , ,

Th. Process for Developing a Comparative Analytical Framework

Th pro.:ess, we have used in developing the ative analytical frame-

. Utiwature andethe extensive experience. of GIST personnel and Northwestern

iVeisity.was used to Make a'"first Cut", tentative identification of key

work, to be presented here het been an.itera a process. Thus, the relevant

(Which we will latei label as1/2"rfeatitrea") which ;would seem to be

4,,,,

'f#Coialiogener4c1.,,t0.10/044feyetens. Vreja tkeii key variables (features) we

,,,i4aMeloped, the comPski-ativii analytical framewor which we are now describing.
vi,,,,,,,,- -,%

11/04Mtm,:,,thia.lreaswotk was used for a more, detailed and systenatic erwsale=ties
several sector. and of several features (and sntizparts. of.. features).

deeeriSed in re#WW 24ntir- 444=0 w21.41ite
part of the' process biting repeated several times

etendings were gains& For ease of presentation



Ire 'will generalty use a step-by-atep descriptive process
r which reflects

the result of the,* iterations.

. The ihmerjant Nature of Batt-World RIt&t System

It ls important to note ,at the outset that a "sail-tworld system
wows as an interactive "working Out" of 'generic It/DAT characteristics
within a specific sector:el contact j= whether by deliberrits design or not.

both the researcher and the decision ireket mast understand that I/D6Lt
system' issues std r 10414:isistrategies will have both
generics and !motorail dimension:, and that these mill all be in isteractioit
with each other.

Y

For the. decision usher, the importance o vederstanding
asters of R/D6I system is threefold.

43,

this. "e ergs

. An tutderstsedlis of the generic characteristics ot R/D61.
systems. enables:the decision siskor to "#ro in" on tba
*roes of the 'sectors), context, Where the critical; isiCes
are likely to be and vista. ie-dapth ranalyais of the
sectorsi context is seeded.

3,

An understandist.Of the, artiste and uniqueness Of
rcou

n
,aactoral contort ',provides ,rt belie

.

posix :*'Otbier sectors eat for detersiiniet, the
O1114,01,440*440ii°14.4r,H0 !tOw1401.;1000000;7-'.

jizsts* in
',Other .sectors:.

scctor4

'.dopy

X17 rr

111,

104,,

c0.

.114-

Aald f- the; interectionl between generic

'40141i41kii has a''11#11111
ell,are both.'

a

la

I le

silk W.



the purview/ oethis,study, the "et/argent" nature of Sh/DA/ systems will

allow as to mike crones-sectoral comparisons of 1/D61,1 systems. To the degree
"

tom' issues and characteristics, have .:0111110Ik aspects .across

oectors,,, sr* spy identify tieneric sarecteriatics of &/D&I aye tees. Contrarily,

to thia dpern that It/Del system issues; and .tharacteristics vary across sectors,

we will %eve begun a: description of the sectoral 1t/D811 system thernteristics.

We may further note that tits "emergent" perspective permits both deductive

11110 inductive analysii: That is, we may start with die generic understanding

of the R/D&I context (i.e., the features), and through interactive'analysis
with the sectoral eqatext, identify "resl-world" issues, policies, 'strategies.

Or conversely, we may analyse a "real norld" issue, policy or strata*, (e.g.

/impart of specific program selection) in the light of sectoral and gen-
, eta `12/061.t -eystem characteristics,

$011. Zey Teriainolonv

`11: be helpful at this point to introduce briefly some key terminology,

ire will be using threughout this report. We .viii save fuller explication
Or 2 .tar. .

A. Sector -- A field. of interrelated activities/institutions (*.g.:.

!width; Indnstry; aerospace; -enforcement; adnation) which. is

identifiable as rods for practical purposes for funding, policy
denisiOns analysis).

1.

tit

there will be sub-sectore within a sector (e.g.: the drug

ilLo-:711-441546t,-,#-thi health esitit"), there will be Institution
spas Several sectors ,(e.g.: .cosmunination equipment or

'ft

finition or delineation of a "lector** may vary according to

the pilicy Maker; researchere etc.

Irig



_

Ark.idelotifiabls aspect of the total ititrEe'L process

,wore : fOR aflalytical andiir dacielou mains purposas (e.g.:

the R/Ohl aysteass shirironmant; the personnel bass; the estwork of

iestitutions;: research; development; dissemination; utilization; etc.).

--..

.. .

C. Function -- A op:cilia type of aim syste activity Which desdribes

tohoeoL._....,__...2...___..ystmodoss to roducce and utilise knowliodcot and which may

thus be 4011Sidared a* integral part at a total, innovation Process (u.S.t

ion) The various functions form. a-sub-set

A specific impact ;.bf a ies.turs which je of cotter* to

this relisrcher. onalya!:, polity maker, or &Olsten esker (e.g.: "sources,

/of information" as irspeelfiz-aspect-* the inforMition flow featurol;

The total set of hap stall vishiels provide" an ersctii
iit width a -festers or si issue.nuet analyead.

a function davolovosint) is to be anallzedo
. other features.

rl

all Access ,te Analywis,,

Wytotems cOnsisi of a couple*
vidua14F and in interim"
a,whille cat biz

.

., 4,L4iiiiirmidii._ - 11..." ,,,

pr...7%;-,...,,,,-,,,,
t....

7P ' 4 V141-': , , , -40, .,,,s,,,,:.104';i ;KA ,

i ars'
4!,h,,iel,

, ,, ,,, ., .iprigatikiiiitii;
1%

r' , 44,,r), f' '47, , 74 Ai, '''' 47` ,41,4 44

'
Ia.

,
,;

istitivasteas., ',,Rather*. 1
ealated 'all 4 1061,1nri, e

'44~` not ia,aelloastiartc,
li

,



pacifically; we'nonld sot* the following.

A. The Lgetin, of leituree'

We have selected nineteen "features" to fora the basis of an analytical

fraumeark Different nesse could be given to these features; different
features could be aniphael.6d; slightly different modifications of th&
setae of a feature caudal``' at leads; other features could be added. Indeed,

e goals* that a different listing of featukas and/or issues will at times

be useful as ear insi$bts are gained and/or as features not inci Nied `here

haft significant relevance to a specific analysis or policy issua. The

-immrimelhale-categorisei-the feetures' should facilitate such modific:xtons

In the total list of features and issues.

Is presenting our analytical framework, we will use linear array cr.
...

the WM weans. This is done solely for ease-of presentation. .te

will be seen, us fully. recognise (Indeed, wo emphasize) inter-_

act oft.M 1 roe- nature of the different featuVea (both in theory,
.2111144x). reakitir4-1,t. the-total IOU prx.eas. The array of features (aAd

/* Particular the functions) presented here could be relabeled, sub-

d ed, cluster d, organi:ed in parallel streams, connected with various

feedbacks and cyclical loops, etc. our use of a linear array of

rea.is simply an artifact of presentation4 end the reader

n.

should' treat it ae such.



lhosettile$: An iliscorat lbusendeet Issue

It *rill perhaps be helpful hers to carry this discussion' of eternity;
rations a little further, specifically with respect to VDU system
functions.

variety of confilperations of VIM system funetioes it not
only possible sych twisty actually exists in and indeed
may be smaidated by the specific nature of the environment' and
operative .systes conditions estieting within a specific sector.
Thus, in seas instances, we.sight find the various functions
rather precisety'segnanted. In yet'other instances, we might
fiord the entire R/D&I process occurring within a single
inatitution, or even within a single person:

Further, we night find WM/ *reearn lateractielg with arch other. Thus,
a specific real-world organisation (e.g.: a federal Iimp laboratory.;
a book publislYEr) may play -rolew in several different sectors (e.g.:-
health; energy;

Thus, chili we utilise a linear aro* of WM idactiOns for purposes
of prebentation, we will treat the configuration of functions as an
emergent depend*nt lessee.

11121.1110kLiallaailEMIpailLaNUEBESMIlinfelitIME.
kr

to thie point identified a "secto*L44Lterme
.soihestuet reasonaile) cowtePt of "tilliad

tionss (e.g.: the hosip lieu; the

*ft.). The ,tip aal qv:Sties We
emettlia7

'Of ...01.104114,4 VOWS

of interrelated
eduCation field;
will be posing lit

lack any subitantisl

(),



badsbas for Imovime how'or why to distinguish One sector from smother -- and

greats°
there are very obviousiy major differences uithin ghat worcall sectors.

Thus, thin.; may be r similarities between some of the regulated in.

dusiries and various government agencies than betweenresulated industries

and other industrial firim. Service firms operate in quit' different ways

Eras neaufacturins firms. Some hospitals are private for profit; others

are public. And so on. If vs take a purely empirical perspective and examine

the lt/DIII systems across the toesooky differentiated sectors (industry,

health, education, etc.) we onictly encounter the problem of bevies to deal

with mew unexplainable variances within sectors and across supposedly similar

seaters. l also encounter similarities across * oposedlydifferest sectors.
141

As we attempt to unravel these anomalies we inevitably marine toward the use

_ Of Ante complex typologies 0 orgneisatioue, sectors, products, personal,
t0., specific reioeiition of historical developmental-phases; coeiiderstioe

of differences in the state of-kametedee and technology; etc.
A

indeed, precisely because the definition of a real -world *sector" is an

imprecise science, it is.uquessary to tike into account the various complex-

Woe involved. Utilised In its fullest possible way, the analytical frame-%

work we Mrepreseptiug would merely take this proem's of ever-increasing

compAexity to its logical conclusion. Needlims to say, we are not advocating

such an unfeasible ultimste*stratiesy.

To abandon a sestoral CosiSlor cooperative analysis sjuply because of the

rest degree of 4ogoomess and complexity might be theoretically interesting.
.

Wo014 not be useful.
.

society Is organized operated withilisuchsectors to an important degree.

yes are to be baleful to palter makers, mown and other participants

Ouse be able to relateoursioisus to the affairs pf such specific sectors.

our object's will hi to attempt to understand, in relation to any

apesifte issue under investigation? what oneplex of contextual conditions



'ha IOW ialeest; ad to which sector (or pareof a sector) sne* couples

of conilitisma can be iiiisotatod.

Vat do sat; for exempla, mike the a priori asomeptioe that the 2/011 flow of

personal will very across all *pities, or at all times withLa a sector such

as health, education, agriculture, industry, etc. Rather we wish first to

MO, that eats:teal conditions influence this flow, and this to dateable

in what ways sectors (or parts of sectors) vary across these contextual

coaditiome.

Is this way it will be possible to expiate why similarities and differ-

ences le pirsomeel flow Appear across sad withie sectors. Pith this per:

sportive we cat also nose hops: to address ourselves to the question of bow

ad why differences do appear for a gives area over time. 'maturely this

wakes the process of comparative analysis complen, but, es believe, for

--the-firlit.tliee feasible.

3. Watts& swats. Variations

It enema,g to develop a theoretical aelytical framework for 1/D61eyablem
ems is imediately struck by the knesese Moat of observable variety te

ant-arid Riftlid systems. Wenn 1/161 systems vary in such natters sum

Clatertele Of:Anestioes twit ir, a atallo aairialletaa (or eves within a
ariegkaorgaisatiems4 unit); existence ead strength of institutional met-

aerial *rot of sylph, maturity; Istreeeptibility to political
types of diosimiliotiosiooshoodsoo sod oprotostAio; use' and

Oftitoviosoe Of *loos oodosomost tooboolosios; etc.

ituz syrities oO0-Ooross actors. Alies; for example, the 2/011 spoon is
differs Oftaitiaaaargam. the 1/101 eYetem in education. tot

it!siaiirilemplicaterlawa father 'because 1/141 systems also 'gory
a simg1s-acter 1%014 Sag aral,14,-Seht,

,,IIO'rAd amealier tabu dfiglireflt 1004&artaPalaa T.V.ws

tedatria health the 3/14 sys for dross and surgical procedures



To illustrate the kinds of pinblemi and issues that arise from such

fatrefinter-seCterel victimises, let us loOk very briefly at the ways is

Which 2/261 functions' are organised (in groupings or separately) is the

reelworld institutioss which arm to be toned in the various sectors

i.e., emporiag how a variety of functions (research, developmest, disr

itemisation, etc.) are encompassed is simile or multiple organisations or

organisational units, and how this differs across sectors. Gives the

present cascara within education with institution building, this would

seem to be an torment issue for educational 2061.

,We will briefly look at the organisation of functions is the following

thrie iiiieftret

1. Industry -- specifically-the civilian aviation industry;

2. Health specifically the drug field;

3. Education -- specifically the curriculum and materials area.

Is the civilian ovation induetry the RPM system is orgssised.in

relatively linear, function-to4unctios process frombesic knowledge

production MI to knowledge utilisation (10). The WM system is
ritatively highly differentiated and each organisational unit or depart

dent is highly specialised. The stases of the 1/014 system are well

dswslopsd and clearly defined. Thelmactilmel clusters to be observed

are those built ironed adjure& sets on the EFto KU emitter...

In thwAruslield we do mot find such linear, function-to4uictioe organisatia
lathe r, vas aheounter 'noose, with functions from the knowledge production

stages hist associated with production, ipplementation and utilisation

all withit siege organisations. Most specifically, medical
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be ieherent to the overall Sanovation proses* of an
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'putsches are.** appropriate to a
tation to a specific lectital.contdatf

t.,bsocses necessary for us to try to understand
tele ant,* frail the interaction betas

ertems.0*.the ha and ; the specific
We siliet then try to understand

ety in lead to
isitnagmaest issuei'aid,requiressnts within and across

Amirdstieisedistiour im recognised as .one ofthit
1 needs of innowntion.atudies.at time. .In a recent re-

Y46.411 innovation, Kelly and KraOebert(1)
(*Sad of t dbrnisiii d.i, cOntributions of a dosen loading.

.....

7:14#10***) on organised Innovation consists largely of ..
pieceisalonon-orisulative empirical studies.
'interre.Iatiotte leleet erSeelearforkol

orlon toward R&D are not

'At-'etttleal for -bigber-level: Integrative
.eedliedeRe likkb can guid e-the' empirical, studies

cliatiktIve. ',relator, both :esPlanatory and nOnoativo.
iii ,sit an dtitrative, interactiite
ralatioaabiP betimes' theetretical and empirical restairch....

b

ral > gpeStions of this Analysis

enema far, it becomes obvious that there are really

times around which this analysis, is (and oust be) focused:

ayagano'be described 'in,fgeneric terms?-
*Ittapii*tit: 641 440040p4idt idsinh will enable

Setveen, generic and aectoral



aystmieravoileat the variety and tcomp.ltattY that results fray

sic award eantOr4yecifie dynodes. 'thus, generic itt0111.

be. iidaatifiad *lank by. cataloguing reak-morld:B/D&I

Preeeseee, ebaiactetiMics, lessee, -etc. now by -creating

loamsd.medels ,systems. Both processes luck "achanline
'frameworks) with *high to distinguish between that which ifk generic

which is sector-specific..

What' le media is such ,app. fusion*" "'hid* will allow one to

:tflBlStisesiah the generic, and sector-Specific characteristics end issues,

sister. This framework sst remenise that the context

la the prodnct of a complex Interaction- of all' swat, features

a and sectomil dynamics.

4iguitsoOk which Indiado4 coopl#1*1 loocription of all possible contextual
(and ti sir ,41!ii8e) Mould be quite complei aad

Scope, of this ictadY. soithillia81116 we shall, attempt to provide

awash a framiterk and provide sone ,illumratime of its usage.

-44L'twee above cloomes*IF,,HIOttii; that a cross-sectoral method of

1041.Pt#vide am-SialytiMitVframework 'within *Leh generic and

miorai. issues lex be identified', ,iliffsrentieted and illuistrated in a'
loSiStiarlinseirul both to the analyst end to the &balsam maker.



treasimork preseeted bears for the analysis of Mal systdomr has been
-*AIM free the general Systems Aim literature, as exemplified by such

Imidsois'Von Ilertaleasiffy(3),. and James G. Mitler(2). 41fithout
ttaepting.to present an-exposilitost,of this perspective, ws simply note

tom, we have adopted the central elements of their framework for describing
the error:tun andfwmptioniag of living system.

'1(

Thus we will attempt *to analyse li/DAI systems in terns of how they interact
with tinir eti4rousoents; their central elements or sub-systens; the- mechamiens-

that.link than together; internal smite* structures; input-output spites.
as well as such other system conditions as age and state of developunotal

antu:rity.

A. System lefinition

An important *emotion is that, of s3rstes definition: What is.to be con-
sidered within the It/MI system(and within which part of the system) and

Admit is in the environment? The framework we are presenting does not

contain abrupt boundary notions. What is considered within or external,

to the system in a matter of degree and will diopend on the focus and

purpose of the analysis. further, an R/D&I system may be, "defined"
either broadly or narrowly; depending %woe the contextual situatioe
aid the needs of analysis. In the broadest sense, a particular R /D&I

-"spittle may (for, practical purposes) comprise most of a sector. In

the Unravel sease, a single institution say enamels virtually all
t of as '1tlbi«I "system"°. In the latter instance, we may indeed

institutional RADII "systems".erLiting (and being

R/D&I "system" within a particular sector.



'The,criticalpoint to be noted here is that the framework for coax

Pasties sutras of ht/DUI systems being suggested hers is not meant .

to to limited to a rigid conceptualisation about boundary notions,

else or scopirof,what is /is not aolt/Nia system. Rather, the deft-

:niciee fifths relevant IOW systems (es-is true of all other aspects

f the analytical framework) is based on creating an opportunity to

frame:key questions related to the focus of the issue analyses relevant

to policy /decision maskers and researchers.

1,26....1gBovat ion and Osdrat tea Fvotcoo

IOW* we have het noted that vs do not want to imply rigid boundary con.:

ceptions of what is and is not "within" an 1/116/ system, it is stially

importantinot'to make the boundaries of an OM systimeso broad and/or

magma that.the R/D&I eyeball' includes "everything" (and thus becomes a 1

meaningless concept). Thus, it is important to distinguish between those

iflapects of a ;sector which dealt in some way with a process of innovation

(and thus ere a part of a total 1.11)&t. "system") and those aspects of a
sector latch are nt, invoIved'in a process of inOwiration (and thus are

pori of a total WWII "system"). Thep* latter aspects of a sector

maylecallea the "operating. system". Nevertheless, we will need to be

aware of ways in which the 'operating" system affects(or is affected by)

the "1/0611" system.

In tight of Elie previous discussion of 'System definition, vs should note

here that-the extent of "overlap". between the R/D&I and operating systems

say vary significantly across sectors. Thus, for example, the effort to

teed a men on the moon-in the 1960's involved virtually-all aspects of

the system process of innovation. In contrast, in the health or

stricateral sectors,- there is a large operating system which may indeed

be involved at times with an innovation process but whose primary role is

clearly at the. "operationei"

PO

11
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4111101110t a the sayetee, eater east be esailered hete is
the ilieleee- teetitattese vitiate an IOUS. mita are

11 19iigle ',Mg flora, 0001101 of
vitiate the toilet $11141101 st ilsoratima), d O

sty is 'ocabsisist1 k4 islistiosi sspiospriste
ties liakesee faileed. the opposite esy be- tree is
Oestoot soy be Hipipie is the *Teta., liablese

Weed. she critical lamas belie are precisely the stature; etreestb aid
egitepriatessee.of the ilakesie (er leek 'thawed) uhieb mist.

Itateratioa_ faits of Deital.,_

It is iipertsmt that se aoderstaedfibilt system from sa "Swale,

that is to sey, that they "mesas" over time, that

SO titiSshi smy be at di,fferent stases or wit of development

netnrreinn) 0 different inetirnrinne eedier different

aerie Vitbla se WM Orrin rISY differ in tame oi their respee4

IPS stops or level of developmemt. The importsmos.of this Mamesept

of saturation my be am is at least the following ways:

1. Ike seeds of an */%Z system may be differeat mhos the

system is yeeng eadIsmature they dies it is established

sad meters.

limos 2/014 systems may mature (or decline) over time,

their meads mey chutes over time.

see aeabeelase which are...relevant
dos del 111,11Wah !Phi rpis rag** tirAtare sly be
tir!.110101t (001i ailhouttimell)4fet" an */bit 's, stern.

trmtablislrsd lait-eaere.
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ilsuld swot aspect to nod the sass

aonaisty is the inelamitiem research fees tier is s social

*dein such as education es le eminid in a physical IleiSSC*
seStir..11011 teelinties of imherseenfterences bets ne sectors will

be inimartlet if we are to avoid sehimg isconect comparisons of (and

devslopieg thews* expectations for) ems 11/Did system in relation to

other sibis roars.

WNW! -Nd-Lenl" Aumassis

Our comparatin aNalyttcsl fiameworlit.serees to focus attention on a sosmi:-

minted area of research and analysis, sasitises referred to as "Wol

k lents oriirld*remge, As used here, this "amid-level" refers to research and

dusts iditish is imissubers between the broad level of immoral theory sad the

1 of 'opaline case,.

ikt,ths gametal ft:err level, the owns* of research had analysis is .to develop

te yd solstIonsibips which serve to deintbe all sitaatioas (i.e.s.theories

imeglimak at this level is to develop processes of research and analysis

veil anorer the broadly generatisablecomeeptp and relationships. While

gosiral level theory Thinks the. specificity which is needed by policy

ow aeheri:
R.

tic nes leads the ggsge'of manta and analysis is to discover

thakiniqueness of each situation, amit'tbs gen4gb to research

411.,Cififilint,lilarnor such uniqueness. At this leva4

101, ger 10,01111112110ilitl- Thowlitb00_
rshi'alaolos l tad shelve for.policr and decision



emaratito aetytteat ftenevieki mute... died406, cols".1844\
Or

anallta that 'AU eieterttle eeeparteent of oolv 00ootO

ettetogy fusee. The jantat to to &MAI* oftroireS°: siN.
talcel te take into enema the uelquesees 417 N01.o "CAIN%

isAleveteptes theoretical framework, wa have ide041°1 *4000141°

SAW systea feateres,which60 believe will be h611,0°101Nge the

researchers!ILto the decision Maker (see More 1) om: "9040' -4
presentation, we have grouped these nineteen feata, to101FIN

categorical framework (using i general systems theog/f:

1. The SOU Systeels Isykiseask

I.

tiskt,
This category will incl those featurs 001k 111°111ftqk

to the VDU system its. f, but which 003 ri;\40918

impinge upon and affect be system sod, `k 01,01°
oaN4'0°

which the WSW system me fact

political, economic, technological emit

tesots
11

IL)

2. Ottera4ve System Conditions

This category will inctude features Lot

system which affect the way the system

are not activities by which the system

knowledge. These features will thus ilicto0

conditions (e.g.: histOrical develops's0Y

systemmenagesent (e.g.: administrative fit

system inputs. and outputs (e.g.: pers000°'

3,2
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1. Iliwiroureate at the WM aysts. .

2. Itietesioal Developeeet
3. laetItetlasel lass Oaten*

Isetitutthee),

grant Iffii11102111111T 4. Goals, Policies, Strategies

S. Adedaistrative Processes

6. 9ersoanel *us

7. PuedIng

S. Entemmatioa flow

9. Unovatloss.

10. Need Identificatlma

11. Gemeratioatbsesarah

12; Developuiet

13. Production

14. lkiterininktetribeeleankla-
eeminattennittuelm,

13. Acguisitiose

16. -Laplenentation and Utilisation

17. .Support Services

1S. Evaluation Research



This *armory Will tested* these features Witch we mould

*ens tier to he maga Past of d lotawleiss predestine

seihue ealadeo-utitgestswer.prosese-eeetiesem--.. i.e.,- shot

sysja doss te smite Sed utilise kmovledee

440friseallY as have Winded as Overview feature: Research ostRAGI.

bit, viii iesiviS say Mad of meseereb deee awri as aspect of the

t7,ts, (say ti the features ee sowers issies; Ivey *lamest dfiimi system

%la sea particular institutios Or est of Institutions; eta.). The

%image Of susi 14..drek is !meet :Ipatotde the data bass for aaelysts
lbe otbor'ilsoursis.

%Ivo each feature, a ember of relevant loaves say be ideatified de
sigpsoded dtwolislea of these etseteets haY RiDia features sad illustra-

time issue' associated vita sleek feature is provided is Chapter Teo.
.

414 4ifforootAtotips or arreeeseeet of features met issues could, of muses,

.1616 deviloPad .. as we meted earlier last is important ate to recognise,

teiestify amid smalpae the potteeetel or actual effects these verious.feetomes

have (seraremay and/or le Ater.setioe) es the total Rim cysts..

Nites toss r, thetstaltt, of the dipia syeton features and issues forms

sok teestactim is is which analysis and decision Eakin must be-performid.

Ike tr, as kfaII spates hue developed over tine in its sectorel sevireneeet;

eves et isattioatioes that havo'swerSed; the character of the verb and

ttbeftwjeOssi the paredesel immeised in esdh of the functions avid isstitetidiee;

,. ell eseeriblete interactive'y to the totality of an R/Dia system's



Ant *sample, how se WM system is ignismil will be imfluessed by such

tutors as the sesta, polities& sod esonomic seviroomeets of the isetitattess

that eoestitute the Shia entail; by the degree of system institutiosalisatioa;

by the saute of the weft to be performed; Webs blistery and state of the

systoles development; by the mature of the system's persosnel hese; ere.

Asking*, these sane ~bibles will also be leilusseed by the structure'

of the Stelikeystes. Such is the istemetlee meters of the SAGA syStek

.110stext -- each eyetesifesture sets bosh awes hilopeadest le

(es part of the total system context, affecting the other ports of he system) .

sad as a depesdest variable (which tosy be a focal coseein for sea is and

1,dectslomismbiXs).

to any glees immense, asalysis or decision sishiss will, .of courst, be

focused on some subset of contextual features or issues (or eves on a single

teeters or a sisals issue of a feature) . Such a 'arcades of focus is

necessary to brims the asslytical/dItision processes door to imenegoable

and Weeniugfel levels. Indeed, it is important to recognise that each

feature has imports* characteristics which do diatinguilh °mortality** from

*nether differeatial characteristics which often have important implica-

tions for both amelysis sad decision sables.

lewever, the cousiderstion of any simile feature (or issue) moist take into

account the interaction Of that specific feature with all other features --

i.e., ose meet corridor a *taste feature or issue within the richness of

its total context. To try to analyse 47 single feature (or issue) without

considering its contextual interaction wdttd sot only be inadequate it

would likely be quite dysfunctional, leading\to_wrosig conclusions by the

austyst sad to wrong decisions by theiscision,raker. Such is the inter-

dependence within an interactive living system.

Therefore a'coutexe has to be understood as the interiection of the effects

or influsuces of each of the sysren.features. If we wisho understand the

chereeter and meeneriat requirements of pewee feature or\lessu (e.g.: the

:-Ipemswousel hue) it will be necessary to view this Comore agilloot thebeek-



swam et an soot elsesege or 1/eatinfes of the system is its eostamt. By

lire same takes, if is are sessosind with a suit/4mm wighis the permed,

1iirrillgtsw-041.2 the flow rats of cortaiirtypes of personal to and out

of the system), dies us would aloe have to lashedi all the other aspects

of the persommtel hasp femme (e.s.: the types aid &evils of professleastit*

as part of taws velem* gestalt for that sub-issue.

11.-111.11111inglamitalmalin-assidsaAalinia-46311111

Is miler to Mustily wad differentiate between emetic amd sotto. - specific

chihrestotetim of systems, it is secessary to de a cross-sesteral

cooperative amelysis of giDAI system "tale their various specific sectors/

comtesti. This we will do illustratively is the Later chapters of this

report. The literature on 1 DAI sod the emtessim ressernh experiesce of

our research stoop at CUNT acrd Nordmmimmmistvemity releveat to 11/014

will provide the basisdats for this comparative sestets' analysis.

lownwer, worst first provide a framework within which to do such a cross-,

teetotal comparative aselysis. VS have alromlydWmussed the basic slemts
,oethis framework: lbstures sad issues, softest aid sectors. It is low

the talk to describe how these elegem** can be brought together to foam

somparetive malytical frasswork. This milli do is a stop-by-step fairies,

sad'" will distieseith bemires* the comparative malytical frameworks useful

for researchers aid those for &mimic* seams.

A. A Focused Process of Analysts'

To attempt to sways simultaneously all R/Dil system features, char-

actstisties, issues, etc. mold be impossibly voluminous aid couplet --

emu within a simile sector. Similarly, it mould be impractical to

attempt an analysis of mole a sloes feature across all possible

motets. Out of sheer necessity, it is accessary to narrow the

fosse of analysis. This 'my be dome by impetus on a specific VDU

4rystee feature ar issue acmes a selected set of sectors. This 'stymies

of fame sill enable us to identify the impertsst characteristics of as

11/1M-systam feature of issue.

34
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saffleisetly 11610001111 es es fessibis yet opal reheat seas* tooIgerniai
aesatelf4 omelysis. Sas; the meow aerreates the fessi.aft
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Of ammo, hsoi Weed or eervas die fosse of solpsis shwa be deposit

i,vpee the perpose of theeaslysis. *.

I° A alrlatir 11441,4 of 4014rots.

ebviaarly, the amelysis sissleofestere or Issas meld est OM
0141.of WM syyten. Thee* sepante asatres rest

be made of rasp of festeves and issues « analyses *t thaldk
Owe separately, veald ousyslativebr previde haw pietare of Mon
systems, Oanalativaty, three separate sealyees dli sae4e es Os
ideatify otedlerities sad differsases. (s) maw 01 feetseas and (6),
assess aestoiii dash as hoe may fastares sad imps ka
asay,,seeters) are to be se aeilyeed VIM be deterdeai by u foie
teas es: time liadtatises .1 areiletdlity of data; the iaterest of
Os reosatabsrio ammlyst, it the dosisisermibmin for 161141401061,10 1111W4"

pesos for *WA as aselysis is seeded. Of eaarses, the ideal alsold
be eamalstive easlyess of 41 possible feat.ores sad issues serves all
poseible motors but as this is saripalistio teat probably est
asseseary), selestioas asst be lode.

iltsvostile #efilsefi by lsestet

listrias doers * feature or SWIM to analyse sosperatively *noes
0011600114 is seeessery that die easlysis be does as a steggest

IS 160 seri festers say hive its 'emas
the feature is pert of as Miles

featers.affeets and is effected by al the other ff.
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,Allplatirteeteral,

ilitarsolies vie is a assioritisat asalysia hie a lorry
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Is sue 1issths diratisie Of * selosteLlastorto or
I 0411Mbirollird relative le itie enroll platere Of the 110*,

It siords:408i1 iot the 4faigps that the osier isssal betas .

("blb it. witty a "part Of trtal Ilightpletwia) wilbt I.
tips**as, a It won iseisted sell iwispowilere

IMice a fasters or loom LW sestaateally aralyeed elelosoroesel
sorters. It will bosom passible IS hisatilly (L.44.
seserie chasesiertatles) ami dillispeasee (i. sesteral eherastiowe

titles) el the %seam or lases seressesecters MU this fisail-

Ileitis, at goestrie awl sesterel sharesteciaties owet be essidienui

testate* at this plat is tilos at les4 drone will bio tint*.
WA ems be subjected tea mere serwtialaisa amelysis ammi swrisrlosl

seritieseles

S. hi Ittlativa !Mau

Its swot mete at this point that the comperftifor asolytioat iseriedg
* we have jest Alswiribed is aa lucrative sot & weidinetleasl

presses. While the lettial nee of the presses is hew ureteral
seasesteal amtaatise to itoetifloation Of awedc aei suite:el
shammeteristab:revereles the proses, is also laportaat That is
dos somerie sad societal that are idesilitad Amid
omits a INA perspestive toss uièiieh to aramlas the s'iroterst seateat

Wag to Ouse, she Poise amdf oariier by bony and Xesewborp
64*altiatitinceo mei tat a iterative latorasrive ,

hatewee theiketl last sat Orspertosii.reseeroiri
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essence, the framework we are tow' describing is ***iterative contextual

pie of one or more selected It/D&I ilystast feature.* issues, policiea or

;eitrategies An, light of what is known about relevant generic R/D&I character-

latics:and about the characteristics of the given sector (and, as relevant,

the 'given sub-sector).
/ .

framework will permit us to Compere descriptive finding, of ys-tea

res sad Issues (the sectorsl context) with what we 'would expect (or
want) to find from the ..gespriu perspective. Tot example, :if funding

',Iecaollity and its consequences for barciiresearch, is generic tabs* for
a/Dita systems, it would be possiile to examine the sicatoipal context in

eras of potential for funding stability sad to Observe.whather the outcomes-
.

r variing conditions did Oi did not'smet expectation.

and poliOy options could then be generated and action taken that

would eithet.deal with the nature of the funding stability or with the pro-.

r4,eedutice being Used to cope with the given level of -mtabiliti. .The.process

C in that the policy, and. management actions .taken themselves become

rt of the. eontaxt4orming process' in a feedback mode.

7. Deductive or Inductive Analysisrr
should again at 'this point that the framework of analysis we have

'deati*Pled:may be used either dechictivslY or induCtively. That is, generic

tiOaa. ten be used, as guides ot maps to ampler* real-World conditions
,..;

Alternatively*. Obeervations or reports of -real world issues
problems 'can.bartraied.tack to their generic ',rectal (inductiVe). in

r 0a**0-,:j the 4)10+ctivi for the dsoiiion Maker is to identify polACy
=releVeup: 62 the obiervad -issues, 'take any liscessarY. actions,. and

eOutcosie.r Thus :_



Analyze Real

and 'World

Evaluate Issue

ve Analysis

I

Policy ;10 Stoma. Irsidueetion

Figure 5

A Deductive/inductive Framework

Coeclualuti

chepter, ieve have attempted to provide a general understanding of

the .netere,,aed utilization of a:coitextual approach to ,the comparatiii

analysis ,Of .sstearsi. further develop. an suderitanding of .con-4
,,ana wewill Ohaptet Teo =Piked our Oie:oeisioe of 'the

-40;era s wh ch (t0gather"ind'interactively) provide the.tOtal
11014

, , ' 11,

chapters Thiveii through Sim will illustrate hoespecificseitors way

iiheeribed and analyzed *contextually. Chipter Xaveu will illus-

'hoe thesa'sictors may be analysed conpasatlirely. .

0, X and Sea will then illustrate how the, con teal
be utilized to lead one' into a detailed f ed

MI VPIRIAIS 1'411414 to a specific sin feature.

it briefly review how we have used at contextual
,:h

the analysis of a variety of policy issues in



theifinall.:Chapter (chapter Twelve) we viii look back" across the

tHeightcheOtere is teeter of understanding bow tba use of'con

seelylie.may benefit the VDU researcher (and policy analyst).

1 then .briefly "look ahead" interns of what we see as "enact

" in the development pad use Of our contextual analysis framework.

4 ".
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Root+ system exists vitt *. aid Internet, to varylis degrees via as 
sue. Tbs importsice ofitio 4latioasiktp bakeries system,. ant, 
eirirosiont. has blies isdicritod by a 

theory; based explicitly oar, lip licitlY 
Deism 1974 leery aid ?rat 1965, Uwe 

Thesisas 1967). This research tidiest** 

body of research and 

arta *pass sodsls (c.f. 
aaf, Lorscb P.' and 

1)tits inter 
process*, bottoms oyorour and its oovirooloot tafloomoo 
,baboOtor u prediesabls toys boat a s 24)tias,s;sturs 

(i.s, titbit's* or tranquil) betimes easposaits of tfiTi 

' bora aid italber 1961; Denesai angry aid !riot; leciresse and 
larneb; :tfOodesrd 190)., 

Woe domissiit tines of early studies as the iitereslatiessbip 
er 'sad earriroursonit is dot siviromortal ,fastriers 

Pa* anfailastion and loolosviert that sertsii,,,prittoris 
rot bisolor mrs'arer 4,4:propel's* A* 

(bkooLitook) ciborootaristi,or (s.f. Sir* and stigur 
liorseb`, aid Woodetrd), System invircileit ciao io sass* is initiated tid wesitroller by itis siefassieit. 

Ibis* studies, bowerse, 1 ogtritb costarporary tedestriat 
Mines mad **op.* Work by Wart and ?mist; 

(040'. 
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mid from irdls than t of total
Wares in 1930 1 1968) to *War fifty percent in

1973 (11Cisocs Indicators .9994).

es , laws MR ragulatimis ham, the effect either
.patant ,01 df t1X, 0a.g.: anti-trust

riaga ing;'slontro mod Siding all or tignificant
me (e. f. Amtrak aid 4o1rmon 1972; Cepron.

`,4111 Research Associates 1974; erg 1966 and .Kelly and
1973 ). !lied lc most of the Studies of the effects of gov-

ernmsatirilitical institutions and activities on RIM such as
cited have concentrated on industrial innovations in

instern economics, this research may have implications
Systems, sectors and economies (which can include aspects

of .isdistriaL innovation processes).

img salami the general discussiOn of the and environment
tions*ip;' the.follovisg kinds of questions dealing with
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IMISiosilisos *kith .osaleat or potentially affect,, i .it ,,, ,
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sen or sector? Aro or few? Stmilerz
4 to. or dynamist

And toms sees of these pro,-
,rOli10.141 gyetess'mf sectors? ,

4
sad\ lath Ohet ftects doss the R/D61 *tiepin* or

somtwr jeftnemos'oSiSeth to owes legal proceisas?

Mat trit.toies land *0 are the key
proSesses? Are they many or few?

,.(Celned Me &WOW
4

*hi Ma* and within legal institutions and
. \ poscouise* 1*' or dynamic?' ,, 1' 1

potential., gaeerneenet.a17 *Alois* said
, .

-?innovations relevant to the Rinlit .sys.
i *eater?' Are they Many or for? Similar or dissimilar?

table or.i.dynasic?'

Whet are ....Rolionences of these policies and regulatiois on the
WM. syselprati sector?

1

In whet veers and with abet effects does the IL/D611 system or sector

*Issues dealing with the interaction among subenvironments are
discussed in Section Z.

'of*

, .;

ttit,t



st,

;IC

or to infitissen policy naldog old regal**
tarr,teafisiefit *,

se the institutions (and hey individU4s) inveived in relevant

policy satin ani regulatory processes/ Are they nay or few?

COntrilised or diffuse?

Are the relationships among and within policysoking and yowls-
tory institutionistable or dyneniat

I. goeted/Cultural. Ittiyireapaatik

The concept of social and cultural environment is all 'pervasive. ,

tonieted wines, notivstions and belsaviori proWido.not only the

oniterel conditions for the development of It/Dtl systems and sectors,

but also are major determinants of the characteristics of other

environments (st.g. eciontada, lewd/political) needed .to., support this

dewelownent. Oisiton 1973, and Kuhn 1962). That 1/961 systems and

sentare have developed 1**cl:ties Of a' certain typo and. not in others,

Mind on ,s4114,...erident cultural values. (e.g. of "iirdnotific.tnimth"),

doss not require explanation; NOre inportantlY, the .systOne-of *lois
sni institutional structures within bocietielle influence the rare and

t . -direction of this development. Systmiliof values' encemorsic. political,

cultural, huesuriearien, nationalistic, religious - vary within and
across regions, countries and even groups of countries. These differ-
maces ii values are important in that they give preitige to different

2/96,1 disciplines and foster the development of differing types of

it/D&I and supporting institutions (Kerron), Furthermore, changes

values (e.g.: toward "utility" in science) can serve to shift career

choices in 11/961 personnel and change the character of institutions.

.

.:

. .
,..'f.

'
.rsiattoulthip letemen.111/961 systems sad their social/cultural ''

i

,

1.'enwitomment le by no mesons .mamidirectiomal. it/11164 innovations, for.., .
,...

.:,......,,...:......,...

.. eani .022.04. 1100;tatik1 cliimigoi (*tigers and 9hoemakarl171.)'.
',1**-77.1mi*ers7. ,49p);:o's; the Onemplis ,of. the automobile and



..:,..,...-,.Nt

fain syibisms. eim also roast social
laillii a. aba 40OadolOoloa,, of famOokai0ao abaft, auPPora

114110$400 11114149illt testil!atisal4 7 .g111 and 16511111**2$ 406 the
401,0010. of ismooltdool.,oidotoit to the ,ProlSooiao *Ad itookbotiolo .

!tp,

a .101001117 "i illaat,024011,14rilabal and tanetutiala of "talalbtlAt 41

*.t*MilkileFtations Othilar OW. .11001* IMOSIIS of innanncial ,the UMW
soilety.ins30.: ilitrittiDst4011 by itnlila lanonswa "in Sionramentni.
poi tiollits .1roUltiois and brOlnabitarie stoups:

a

Item the, above disembodies it is clear' that the coseept of social/

aultmai earisoassat is oeipleois It may be local, regional, isatimml;,

interustiosal in nature 'or 'include same' combipatiin of these levels.

Different, WM subs'ystems asyiums different, social/culturaLenviron-

smoste aecerdina te'their seeerepideal loteaties or the I/Dia function

inicared. Different' sectors, or different typos of immovations any be -

differently impacted by thbveocialiculturobl environment. There may be
differansei in the rate of socio/culturelehanee amens environsisets.

Due to, the complexity and perissiveness of social/cultural environments

(or Sol/ ai a lank Of systematise empirical research) aptly and firees
,bere)iisesse to hi :addressed in this section tend= to ,he at a fairly
Amseratl level, but ars nosethelail Important. Thai* issues .could
incim4M;

likait'nocialicultural norms andvaluesjaluence knowledge pro-

duction and knowledge utilisation in the R/Dia system or

sector? Inehat ways and with what effects?

lbw. isit/D681 perceived by the relevant society or culture in

terms of status, legitimacy, and support?

the society or culture open and responsive to innovation and

change? What kinds?



WOOL o tia1011004 the rot. owl tiros..
of filtiall iaa ebo society overcome barrier., or

soido%the disvotiosi,

Mao are the scrod or potootial soclO7ooltoral'soorcos of
Pentiool prusioroit the */Did, slims? Are they mow
or fee doorrollood or Antos*? Are relationships

&Roes thus sooroos stable as' drama's!

aro the moms' or potemtial consequences of these premium,
es the VDU system?

lime does Obit Wehrsystem respond to, influence or confront

'Ilmiee pressures (versus accept)?

Ma* alternative, career opportunities (within and outside the

system or sector) aro available to It/Dia, personnel?

.
.

ilbat PAM egress opProiunities are available to personnel

fromiocitside the spites or sector?
. .

*- .,

-What relative stAtua do alternt.ive careers (in and out of

RAU) have?

9.4....ScOnoMic Environment

The primacy characteristics of an 1/./D&I systea or sectoes eco-

nomic environment are the level, stability (or rate of change) and

availability of capitalresourcas. IOW can often be quite costly

and obtainimg Aquaee capital to carry out all or rignificant

aspects of the ILOGI processes is critical to the success of these

processes Moberg 1966, telly and transborg I97.: Mansfield

,Imbemetein /9166)::r.-



TO Obtain inimislaWailiktial reaming**. VDU 1,01001von ease
pete is brans of lempestid costs aid beentite4ith Other invest..

Mat possibilities (1144.1 capital iegiammeents, brews resource

Melamine ptagrema)!° in tetanal ievestemee decisiamosed in

geimg outside the system' for ismintmenecapital. The`cests.and

hamelits of SOU, hoessore, mattes difficult to 'Mends*

with asip desire's of eacuracy due to the sites cassidereble time

lags beeves* Wigwam* and payoff and the VilleerUiSiiell Ot
WOW promises* Those uncertainties arm also affected by the

mature of the 11/061 system, in that they are *eater for the

"Wort" (i.e., social and behavioral) thanlor-the "hard"

ocisadet.

While time lags and ussertaintive do vary for different phases

of:ineoeslo, processes sad for'differemt types of innovations,

R/Oill does sees, in Senegal, to be more directly &fantod by

sensral economic conditions then other mere predictable mad

timely investment opportunities roP1SooilomAt existing

activitieS)(aww** 1.967). On the otber hamd, it is also owl-

Mt A106,1 bee bad mid will continue to have a aiinificant

positive impost on ecopolic conditions. Clearly, Oos need only
logic it dweeropad and lass 'developed, countries to show that

innovation does contribute at some paint in alai to economic

development. Attempts; however, to link innovation in its

broadest contest (i.e., social and technological) to economic

growth have varied greatly in their results (i.e., from 2 to 871

of orp) (Mention 1969, Jorgensen and Oriliches 1967, Mansfield

1472, Solow 1957). Even in times of general economic prosperity

amd sustained growth, capital doss not necessarily flow

NestaraZie into RiDal activities. Rather, fending for RAM

generally cares from outside the R/D&I system or sector (Kelly

AndKraesberg 197S). The set of issues involved in funding is of

sufficient importsece,/bowever, that it vili be dealt with

ooPerately in Section VII. Sams illustrative issues dealing with

we* general oconajp: conditions are as follows:



Whet is the state oaths host economy (of a country) is meal

sad for the sector served by the R/DDI system la touter?

".." ,-111bat is the development patter' Atha host seesaw (i.e. rich

or poor notice; imdestriat/noaimdestrieWedmed or Darrow

based ecomemy: lesser developed country or developed\

country)?

\\Wat is the level of primity given to R/Digl in the.publio end

ekt/i) private's's:ton; of the economy and within tie partiouler

sector served by the R/Dhl system? Do the levels of

priority veriamme the R/Dl fuactions? If so, with

wise effect on I/Dil?

What ii-the-overall level of expenditures in the sector served

by the atm systole

To What sets/it is the R/D&I system vOlnerable to short term'

and/or long tern fluctuations in the general, or' sectoral

sconom? What preparations or responses does the R/Did

sistam make in relation to economic fluctuations?

inowismizerrechnologs 4nwironment

While it is obvious that an R/D6II system and its institutions

ars dependent upon available knowledge/technology, the linking

processes between hnowledge/techiology and innovation are not

at all obvious and, indeed, have been the subject of much debate.

In the last twenty years, for example, it has become common to

link the problems of national development in developing countries

with the development of an indigenous science capability (Shills

...968). With the development of a science capability, however,

teatime' development has not "naturally" resulted, at least not

to a level considered acceptable to national, policy makers.



all Mamas bat sew bootee the espbeeto Of

eposatoireet emot dovelopfas *Wet.. le otteoltieg

to MO* oO*Oeio 4fletoolos cisestries as to a sweet assent
telyies oafs lie Om nano` of Mundt oedema taloa axrr

:jai* heigtotileseati uedereteed. ,the qty of the Ushaps
batoille /10444.1hieshaOlosy Oed iiitetettiok altlefee 4973,
Starrett 1917). /Spa s, a is alao ,btosides clean that

o tteisbtforeer4 eistelified appitoetiOR of tbo laregtoree of 4*,

%at ahem** ottieee to the doesolitt of the .devolopies couttriee

one itself lead to Swam eemeeigeoseee. Tbo centent'specificity

Of scientific and teoheellgical application, and theses of MOGI

sYstabk.is an important issue is deepest. The whole question
Of "appropriate" teaboology emeries from this Issue.

Utilising historical annlysos, various studies have Ohara

both that as spumy:aerates mob of its owe tech-

uology price acrd Seas 1969, and Ismer* 1967), and that

.is 'heavily depseiest Omits heoviedie/tedosolotr,avirosesse

42attello 1973, US lesoareh Institute 1964, saikkVers mod

noted. 1949). Immosrattempt-te resolve thesolippmitlY

cOonictiog-emeirical finding*, Gibbose, and Jellevei*t1973)

anilysad iMfOrlietIOR sourvesaad hsfarnatift-ceetait is the

develOpment of Innovations laid the resolution of technical

problems is Lodestiry and found that "the relationship between

science and industrial technology is more couples than

previously assumed by either scientists or oconoolsts;

theme exists a variety of potential forms of interaction"

(pp. 34-35). Therefore, mails knowlefteftechnology does

contribute both directly and indirectly to innovation, the

complogity of this relationship effictilmoly precludes

uoiversil policies, practices and procedures for fecill-

tattoo innoustiam.

Storrinportant issues in analysing the knowledge/technology on-

viroement include the following:



What is 1.101 eir soolditisattas Cetera of developasit) of
the kneeledgeitesheadagy haslet

UM kinds of haseledgeitasbaelea era or are not availab/e?

Whet fasters mad preedeSee afloat ihe develipmest, sespieition
sad see of the knewledgeiteshailegy hews?

What are the basic diseipliese endier "eaters from chick the
PAK system draws its knowledge/' teskaologyi What are the
asehasisas, harriers, etc., ,fear transfer of kaowledge/
technology between disciplines, IOW sectors, Ilt/D&I
system, institutions?

What techiiolgeies are generelisableItrassferable) across sectors

amid whieb are lot? Why mot? Across tibia sectors?

What is the state of development of Chalk/Dia eyeten? Sows dap:

this affect the R/Obt sten's capability to identify,

select sad ese potentially relevant knowledge/rechnology
from other IOU systems,

What are the comparative states of development of the kmowledge/

technology base among the differee&Ribil hanctionet What

effect doss this ,have on the overall knowledee production/

knowledge utilisation flow of innovation (e.g.: if the

knowledgeitedinology of devotopmenr is significantly more

sophisticated than the knowledge/technology base relevant_

to implementation/utilisation)?

Mow feasible is technological forecasting? To what extent is it

dome (sod how) by the RAW system and its institutions?

To Wigan underatendiog of the causal texture of SAWA eys-
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Watt* tad peSsatiat seialtealliflpt sans asibseavireposim!. $ash
osiolostraitailt lige Wet duo* offsets ea SAW laat
meters. to also iatarastive Ida other sebreartraimeat4
Wert* basniodsilteelkaeldiy at atilapise Who value pleeed
headiodsoltedisolagy` is atiaeral aid spostfba sayer diestitteas
la partiadas is aisifiested is polio petiole*, the level sad
direothea of tarsotesate is bfaissitosiselagy sad Is the smedoer-
ship at the kessiledisoitseheolesi eamseity Otollp sod Kresebess '
1975).

toteattal Assess rotated to the laterestdoe MOO' ssbovastroansoto
include:

Are the seen as oadordwieloped area* is InkeetedSeItoobooiter or
basis diacipliassissatora from gdadi the SAW spates draws

its knowledysitsdroology Maly to blko#14,,....
able tater* (o.gI ia govarreets solversities or 'the private
/motot stterpthes to dewlap the koseledseitodoolosi boss
is these areas)? It not, ay matt lb, the WIWI boon simply
OV4at1ookad or do they repressat lash of societal coecere

Sow Oa* mad does the MAI spates act to ialleoace the developeest
of rOLIMAIlle Itaawlodgeitiodieology areas?

What are the reletionships betimes soirees of polAtical pressures
mod legal, regolatory and policy Nokias institutions? Are
they way or feet Centralised or diffise? Stable or dynamic?

What are the potential (or historical) conseqessmes of such pressor**
cm geweransetal policies, regalations mod taus?'

shot ores here ,hese or atight be duo responses of the Stsigt system
or .aster to these pressures?

To Omit extol* do ecoessic coaditions affect legal/Political

1

.



at utast do losatipelitieel, psosseees affect eessooda
.eaulletem fete the UM system or easter?

To Ass *Stout is" avotlidols soisotifie and tashaelesieal Isarbisdae
supeutise utilised is Isola sugslaterr sued policy' rektoll

pinseaseei

If seisatifis and techisolegieel inewledipe and egpertlas aro utilised.is it fingwest aloorodi, le die booldadilik of espertiaa
lavolboweil or morsoft Ave tresulatiaas, laws end policies
reviewed and updated in Hy* of new lessuladipe er expertise,
Mader %drat eseditisue it use* or set wed?

There ere ether.esnritesissate shish say bii of ispertanne to povilsis-las WM system or .1104011, that have set been cevered in thinsectias ladestrial RAU, far exemple, most eenassis itself with
the material and opera reseuree enwiromasst. Issues relevant to
these ether esswiraments would follow the or oral area" severed
above, sorely the euchenses bermes /VW and its sub-sum
ad, bermes* the sub-eavirimaeat anlether sub-envireassals.

G. ihsanary: savionnsits) nfk.1ymai7

The issues peed berets 'are directed at as
interecticee between the War system sad its arrnrir
WINO 1111111111ato in the sewiresisat. Par specific
tars our ability to addiNIIMI theme issues 'Fiery ly. for
sow sysitimes, the .asy be guise tforward, for others
they say he. able. Iskeven if the issues are not tetallz inewerablo,

of the
and

or sec-



we boos gained valmghle isferaation abort the isi/envireament
intothes. A* Saran' and laoreee.e\ead (1967) onsteed,
the tortoises. of a ipotesi* emviraniont is indicated is pert by
easortalaty of imt#metiet eesseiniag causal relations in the en-
virensont.

Uncertainty .1 information has possible implications for ',otos
orgnilhmdassamd behavior. Laurenes mod Wrests found that
diverse or terbuleat ouriconlasate requited higher "'tea of
differemaiaties we diffaiones is enhgromps is terms of their

attitudinall aid eogaitive crientaties and integiatian or the
state of collebocatiom mistime ening subgroups (as pereeived.

by mosbees of thoes subgroups) Wheanoce stable IMVirOMMNIMS.

Gnostic differentiation's,. seeded to deal with the diversity

of eaviromeintal dismads, with a high level of integration

required to bring to these differentiated unite. Integra
.

tics was accomplidbed through'integrativo Mass cross functional
teems, and leteerattve departments, as loll as throogh a more

open and combrnatang mods of conflict-resolving behavior.

The work of LalonSalt sod Lersch and other. (ounCOM,0,Surne and
Stalker 1961, and Woodward' 1963), therefore, inficatees both k.
importance-of owl/city addressing euvicommen41 issues, and

that there is valuable information to be gained eve: if the

issues eve not completely resolvable.°
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transitional and mature ?bases of dolma
opossist. These iikaess could be characterized 4 fellows:*

1) introductory Phase Systesi linkage, coordination and -overall'
metutgament:end direction are not mill defined. There are significant
sagis in,the system. Knowledge/technology/

L institutional bases uar
underdevelaped. The attention given.to va ous RibliefunctionsNis

uneven, and unbalanced. Issues and concerns are localised rather
than at it system level:

,1

2 Trintriltion Phase- titutional 14-11kAg
overaliisuutageiteit... aireCtion bade
GaPs in 'thelsYsem ortifi:evid!nt over

. establlainid ,ristitutlens and at :/iiait agi

issues 041,/ concerns as systemic re
is not M, Part.+044: of moie than Minimal

coordination, and
reasingly

There are. more
identifiable' knOic

n to recognize', 'cart
than 3.;:octilii but the S Stem

*attire:A*0e -/Thers are Ivheri .nee
:oo ti9p, overall *geil,M8

;!nave '04*-ant Im004410404%
I in

ctions AA Signeffeen
,of a..signiflcant .amount ?a

a impl4ied viem,bf system develo
euggskSt ,tfiat' igvo arek eithe

el er

is deseriP tvAt
corm/toe nevitabri.
testi mill militablY

retofote,



with its ioiritiOasseat, i it, may over ties, "decline",

.19040r- possess the ehateeteritt.iCti, of a :ratters" system)

')***114C:\ 41,11.r. 141811411'.".f. de:.:17,$$$". - ,' . *.:::'

timi,the sisaniaivoliekPS40Satar-atioa 444 be ee40$stoed,

t differently in different sectors aid 14.-.411fe*ebt:cOntetts.
11/06,1

more sy. in. it. knowledge -bale; system tiiwges, etc.,
because

r;

16iitig 4..ii... 147ii *liaeciihSra. i ii. h i .g h.l.. *-Villi-
couteRei and

.
.

her6,to--
i':iia04.444.1:t4otieXit industrial R/lb&I..

imay ;,be,'Siore ;019sel*,:Iiabett.thea:Sociel, service R/D&I.

slut, the cnts and issue questions which follow are of
critical importance, we mat Ikeep in mind that not

need be the ease and that specific,.
e,!4eVeleisspet :laSees way apply differently to different

4/,1976' With this in !Iliad, some

Impprtant issues about the iteVoloPasst phase of the R/D&T, system

ia t levetofdeVelopeent.pliase of the R/44 system, the,,,'J.:.,
..t' t$040*-4,th2.itlsa-ipsti.;utions?

.
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t #t !t.,/,,p08.1.:iyakeul at .,:different levels
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.X* the development level of an Itindd .systest different from the
development level of'its sector?.

Are the development levels of the 11/061 functions within a particular
R/D&Z spites different from the development levels of the
li/D6r1 fmsctions inn 'other &Z syataaa with which it does
for could) interact?

How do differences in levels-of. develoOlieni iMPact the interaction -, J

the_girogig system sad its. sector; :between R/ida,systems,
botesea Itaa fuactioas lrithin a 1114114 eriteler'-'104'40 these
differences affect the flow.-of innovation, the possibility
of technology transfer,

To whit extent is system - budding; a critical need of the RiD&t
system? ibr what parts of the R/Dt4 system?

How well has a balance been Maintained assoog the riiistentil Riot
functiOns in terms of proper ,s4e03amaing within the' overall
systim thiliel4pieree pro4ss terms of most effective
utilization of, resources? la there currently a :need fOr

At,04$44100404gisaand 00100tivia ordir,*vinsure
such' a;,balancer raj

Tovhoit extent has systeM4ride. agency ,playea a role
orcholtrOing.41** sOrtepto, eip," fill "gaps; tai !Pilawe the rate

iit:amonOiD6,1 functional is there'Currently
, .

established in the early stages of :'/V*Storsts
*4cthi',""voixt",fipse*:cof

t:,171S,044444
,

CO) ChOlO 10?
'?



are tie tImelmaturationeffects on: system operation effectiveness;
delineation of issues; 'establishment of priorities;
institutionalisation of the RiDail system; acceptance of the

..t/D61 system and its outputs within the sector; etc.

j. Critical Events in.the-Develonnene oi'the R/D6I System
- -

we' have .looked atohistorical development from a. general
hroad-brush perspective. It is equally important to know about and

stand the'impact of the more specific hist.brical events Which
Al," Critical in influenaing the development of the specific

nature.or character of an RiDds1 'system. Such critical events may
have impacted the R/3&1 system in a variety Otuays - e.g.:

ng the major emphases, or foci of the eystem; increasing or
internal system capabilitiee; establishing patterns,

--precedents priorities, requirements; supporting or blocking system
,04tiVities Or system development;, influencing the relative rate" of

of -'the system's R/Dail fUnctions (and thus the "balance".
hoe* fnnctions).

irical studies of critical 'events in R/D&I have ,typicelly been
d to analyses of specific :innoyations, rather than VAS/ 'systems.
8 udies.(1lT Research 1notiute. 1968, and Isenson 1967) dealt

with scientifiC and technological. events on''particulMr
re recent/go .Bette /le- (19.73) inCluded "nontechnical"

tt

4sis of;:eight innovations. Non-technical events
ktV *0 Olii.,4140114hali*t. of a elopeitaii,e research

eiti4tiliatenent --4-researehy fungi
iwknt for t4!**0441.;i4lOoraer arid
study of ihn'eco *Oats of denobiliza-

et:040i. tderover, critical



scientific and tesistielt evemit.s considerod in the Battelle itudy were
both 'orgenisationel. P.... dearelopmett..- of an toterdietiplimsry. test
and behavioral in ,naturn.

The above stedies, particularly the Da-melte stney, as well as trend
aselyamo----tof gamookier 19b +, and historical analysis (c.f. Norison
19663 of innovations in induitry, indicate the importance of critical
events in ii/D&I system development. From these inalyses we can
conclude that an sametnation of Critical, events includes not only
develops . in the acientifiat and technological state-oftbe-arts,
bat also at 'least institutional (organir.Ctione/). legal, political,
and economic (funding) developments.

What islio have signifietntly affected the develetement of, tfss1JD6f
,

In what, ways? .4.*Why, Vera 'thee* lave passed!'..At.shat laid . of
fiso...y7404i4, Ittattio4eali$? in whet wayi have such Una ,c
over time, and with what effect?

01.0111411 effoar..4-:the It/D6/,isysten..
significant 'chinos* have there been

tent kii';,101at,
;' st'effect hae-the Pattern of Chen



What has been the pattern of significant developments in the state
of-the-arts? Rave the developMents been relatively sudden or
eraskull? Ilajor single developments or incremental domblop-
meats? What effects have these developments had?

J
fi

What has been the leirel,..of Landing for the R/D&I system? stability/
What have-been the major sources of funding? What have the.

sisalli$nt runts in funding been? What impact have these
had on WM?

.

critical events in all of these areas Mar be seen as. an "lapse' to the
lk/D&I system mhich have Isd some significant (though of course not
exclusive) eitact on determining the idlospicratic nature and charac-

-----teriotics of the R/D&I eisten both as it currently exists and as it
may islet in, the future. We may also ask:

-Rave the critical events been:Nappropritte" to the state of the R/D&I
systimei development -- and if not, what has been the effect on
the; arta*?



tiarrartom usit:-(ctrionx OFIMITSTIONS)

An. MAI system is generally composed of a variety of institutions
which, loosely or coherently, form a network of institutions. Thus,
we-will Wantto cleats* the' institutional bass from two perspectives.
First, we want to look at the inetitutions themselves in terms of
their differentiation; what the institutional roles of the con-
stituent institutions. are Within the R/D&I system; and their
characteristics. Second, we will want to know bra these institutions

aro integrated to form, a."SystesN.:Whatle the system Configuration
'of1t/DAI functions; how than. institutions arelinked together; what
are the characteristics of the spite, structure.(Langrish, et *1.1972).

The perspectives of differentiation and integration with which we will
view institutional butes:bora typically, been gpplied tOAntra,
institutional issues. Lawrence and LOrich (1967), by considering the
systemic properties of-organisationi; have extended those concepts
such that they are relevant to inter - institutional issues.'

=

Differentiation, Lawrence and Lorsch contend, is not only the segmen
O 400 of functions ortasks and specialiSatiOn of knowledge, but also.

results In differences in goals, structures and styles.of-.operation,
resulting in differences in the cognitive and emotional:oriePtation

members among esmaisted grops,or orsenisitions. These diacritic**
oad to create difficulties for integration or "the quality of the. .

sate of collaboration aims departMents that are required to achieve
.

Otity-ef effort by th4 demands of li).*

Mkt. Rubenstein al (1969) and Doud (1970) for a discussion of"tiffitratintionifitiggraticm. in R/D&Z.

1



,AM-tOrms of differentiatiot therefore, we are. concerned with deter-

lialas at least the following characteristics (Forehand and Gilmer

1914, Lawrence and Lomas. and Rubenstein et al. 1969).

1) number of constituent institutions

2) functional roles (division of labor) both on an

intra-institutional and inter-institutional basis.

3) nature andspepaicity of goals
*

4) structure as indicated by a) site, b) shape

(i.e., degree of formalization of authority,

rewards and skill, span of control, locus of

formal avchority, etc°

3)- Style of operation as indicated by internal processes

of docisionsaking, communication, authority; coopera-

tion, etc.

-
for integration we are concerned with the quality of collaboration

'among institutions in the RID6I system as well R /DZI insti-

tutions and thel--corresponding environments, and tha etetant affecting

the quality of c'ollabotation (i.e.; decision making 'processes, coo-

Munication processes, authority/status relationships, linking machanimia,

and conflict resolution) (Lawrence and Lorsch, Rubenstein et al 1969

sae Schein 1968).

Constitgent Institutions -

MAW aFetem involves, a variety of institutions which form the

titutional,basit of the system. It will be important to identify

as institutions. Beres some-important issues could be

4:



What institutions are involved in the A/DAI system?

Are they: public/private; profit/not-for-profit; federal/state/

local eouermment; universities /industries /professional

associations; etc.

J. Institutional Roles Within the A/DAI System

We will want, to know. what roles the various iustitutions have within

the Wm system. Some important issues could be:

o what extent do the institutions-apeciallia in particular A/MI

fdncrtoii (e.g.: research, dissemination, etc.)? Which

institutions? Which WWII functions (or combinations of ft/DAI

functions)?

.4,

What are the roles of the various institutionsuin relation to the

AJDAI system as a.Whole to, other institutions of.the R/DAI

system, to other relevant institutions and systems in the

environment of the R/D164 system (e.g.: what is the role of4

government agency which is part of the overall 11/D6I system)?

Do the institutions serve only (or primarily) the specific sector

(e.g.: public schools, NIE, or the federally sponsored RAD labs

in the education sector) ?.. Or are they sector-spannint.

institutions which serve several sectors lig?, IBM, many

RAW organisations, book publishers)? What -s the level of

their commitment to the sector, and why'

C. Strpopariiiqd Stele of Operation of. Institiltions

WM will also went to examine thetharecteristies of the institutions

of the RibiLsOten6: Some important issues could havi.



What are the internal structures -of the Institutions (Le terms of
their coafiguratios integration, centralisation, for
ties, erticulaticeivisibility, stability, etc.)?

What are their internal processes of decision making, communication,
authoiltyiststus, cooperation, etc?

What are their sizes, status, resources, experience?

What are their levels of Saturation and technological sophistication?

What are their ranges of products, services, etc.?

Svptem Confisuration (Clusterins) of Ift6i Functions

O

As we noted is Chapter One, the various a/D&I fuactions may be
grouped or clustered together in a variety of ways -- and they
way be grouped or clustered together in' differing structural con-
fisuratioes in or across diffirentinatitutions within the sans
Si061 sector or across differing BIM sectors.. toms isportAmt.-
issues could be:

I 'what term are the IOU functions clustered together (e.g.:. lin-
earity, parallelism, looping/contiguous, continuity/gaps,
redundancy)?

Which 11./1.4 functions are clustered together?

illmit.fittforamais in tga above are there across institutions within the
* tad system?

Alsistitutps Linkims

liadjiaMiAk

e
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Is. the Rroki witsm an open aims (so that imetitutions

relate easily, collaborate, etc.) or a closed system (so

%that issues of "turf" and autonomy frequently and

strongly ar1,141

Are these "boundary conditions" fixed (e.g.: by law: by a

*trams, emotion-laden history) or variable?

What are the system's processes for resolving inter-institutional

conflict?

it.iletegggjeagegglign.

Are the existingclinkages functional or dysfunctional?

Do they sees to result in coordination: cooperation, conflict,

or simply lack of system coordination?

Are there (or have there boom) "joint venture" exreagements?

Setween what instLt Lana? With what results (sod shy)?

7. Characteristics of VDU Aspten Structure

Zia w11,1 want to esesias various characteristics of RAU system's k

-structure. ,SMO* important issues could be:

ill the 'Lability of these configurations over tins ?, If unstable,

Ike Om the configmestiona cheesed La response to the

40101,110Ouswesa Oases of the 11/Ddll nystem, of the SA* foictioa(s)

is crust the particular institutions involved/
6



the 11101114.es liPlwirtlarat is tome 44`1111eng of "4.twatisusiagia, is the persomeligIeseelil resources of

isicisettow, flee.?

Are these wegljureeines "viable" (knew) to relsiont pastime within
segaiicr outside tint eyirten?

Is their; a balance awes the OWE funciciike*belas performed by the,

*item.* iestituticest 'ere there jape? 2s there Weeseesary
rediedeacyt Olateit ,reguideecy is est:PUP per ee4

is the structural weglguratise of BiDbl fasstimish 00010slissi or
dowetratlesi we diffused uiShie,the *I oyster' Is it

gerselleed or through Legere!? t Loft OM* lieheges?

11
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sources of goals, policies end strategies wleic impact
system: And ita'institueions?

re tbs.* Sources external to the R/11164 sector, inter

, . sectcr,:internal to the RtDdmi system', and /ors

,g,Dief function?

s the otoganisatioeal or syscam level s es (e.g.:

loVOlei government; level within as orsamseti )?

of institutive* eve involved pib1 /private;

0.4; profit/not for-profit; etc.)?

aignifivAce,canish.mld be attached to the spec fie foam, of

11001, policy or strategy status, timsc; of source'

ut of goala, policies and strategies is of obvious

lances' rnrcher, the Content of goats, policies, ogles is dynamic

sense that it soy vary and change over time, isi different

41#140 as.the knowledge base changsp, as sect nomads change, as

S/V6Ilinstitutioss change, itc.lc.f. Mats and Mah4 1966 and March

1958). Thus, some important issues coulid be:

is the content of goals, policies, strategies? How do they

differ:ecross the Rip&I'flinLions?

policies strategies related to identified needs?

140001AWIlly *oat

les, strategies affected by,the diffiring

capabilities-of differeiraourCes?
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Whit is the Wended impebt of goals, policies, strategies? What

is the "seconder,'" or "indirect" impact?

Are the various goals, policies and strategies compatible or

incompatible in terms of the R/D&I system as a whole and/or in

terms of specific RAM fteuttions or organisations?

What is the relative importance .c the R /D&I SyStOot and its

institutions of the various goals, policies, strategies?

ow do changes in the context (e.g.: emergence or decline of

institutions; changes inthe knowledge/technology base; 4tc.)

affect goals, policies, strategies (in terms of relevance,

feasibility, thaws in the goals/policies/strategies

themselves, etc.)?

C. Aspects

Civet that we know'the source and content of relevent goals, policies

and strategies, there are still a number of podcts of these that will

significantly influence the impact on the B4 system.

Theoa aspects are very much related to charaotetietics which are dis-

cussed -gat length In the Management by Objective (c.f., Clifton. 1965)

end general management literature (c.f., Drucker 1973, Chapter 9).

Scope -- What are the funding requirements and commitments? What

R /D&I functions are involved? What institutions, other sectors,

other R/DAI systems are involved directly or indirectly?

What are the personnel/knowledge/technology requirements?

Time frame' Is the time frame Hong or short; realistic or

Unrealistic?



feasibility Can goals,be attained or and strategies

impieeemtei? "Mt changes *mead required?

Can required cue

wheat cost? With what effects?' Ceder what conditteesr

Nomads La .the 1/DAS. system?

Sy whom? is the required hmowledgm/technology available, or

can it bee developed?

Clarity -- Are the goals, policies, strategies specific and clear,

or vague? Are they clear for differest relevant audiences?

Do different- relevant andiencesmuderstaud than differently?

°

Stability /continuity -- Are goals, policies; strategies relatively

stable over tile, or do they change and shift? Over what

periods of time? In relation to which sources? Stith' what

effects?

Differential perceptions -- Do various relevant audiences .have

similar or dissimilar perceptions as to the importance,

relevance, feasibility, time frames, etc. of the goals,-

policies, strategies?

Balance Are goals,. policies and strategies balanced in terms of:

relative priorities; 'Imources; the various l /D&I functions

and institutions; system and institutional' needs related to

level- of Maturation; etc.?

Compromises To what extent are the various sources willing to

make compromises in order to soh re system balances; to

orchestrate the system's activities, to kill gaps in the

system, etc.? What mechOnisms and processes are used to

reach such coMpromises?

,A1)prOiiieteeeisiceigruArce Are the goals, policies, strategies

cowgirl** act reggae*. 're is Lon ,r;O:: the suture of . the
v..



C

foactioslavelved; thi iiirlits'ofdevelopasm, of the system;

the hadefediatabsolose, lakeei adequacy of personnel/

lasaftatiomelitiamasial rssourees Inquired and available;

the imolai/cultural Insvironmsnt; laws and regulations; etc.?



Adsintetration (management) is a function of all-organisations and

systees,'and mach of the research, literature and experience relative

to this /emotion is not unique to R/D61 systems. Missitheless

slusthe46ers.that'the relativekvidIALdegree- of uncertainty and

creativity, involved in the procecses-vf- fanovation will impact admin-

/'istrative processes in 1/9611 systems (Bright 1964, c.tron and

Coldhar, eds. 1970 and Rubenstein 1968). We will, of course, want

to focus our analysis on the R/B&I system 'in terms of describing the

existing R061 system, in terms of identifying those aspects o
characteristics Of the administrative processes function which are

specific to R/D6I'systems, and interns of. determining what admin-

istrative technologies can or cannot be transferred from one sector.
to another.

'Wer should also note here that vs include both policy and operational.

levels of administration/maisagement within our understanding of the

administrative prodesses function.
.

The literature on administration is .,site copious, both intters' oft

sheer volume and in terms of identifying and analyzing a large

number of asps;cts, characteristics and processes of administration!

Thus, ar...lyses will gencrtqly need to be selective - but not meager.

A. Responsibilities and.Tasks,

Thare ,fie many responsibilities and teaks which may hppart of the

administration function. Thi;se may be (and are) identifie'

Rather the4citi this literature in detail, we refer the relatively
uninfor-ed reader to Drucker (1973). References in this section will
4401 Vith issues that ,arcs specific to RID&I or seem to be differentis It/Dit from Nnfaraim administration.

\



Alesiribed amd labeled variously. but 'could at least iaolude,ths

tollostag broad categorises

identifiaatioalofigools;and objsctivqa

establishasat.of
I

formulation of strategies

- planning and programmik

mobilisation and allocation of rsacurces

,A4

- design, installatiov, operation and modification of

management *victims

1- ceam4picati-v,

mot4vetion

e` :l. at c.a.r areas of administrative responsibilities and tasks,
*

&C'eA -mpvitmit issues could be:

Who has the reapoasibility?

'Who itctua!,... performs what aspect,; of the required tasks?

What skills are needed?

Now and by whoa are responsibilities a.I tasks assigned?

At !hit leval,ajthia the organisation or in what part of the system

Ara thspossibilitieS and tasks located?

pooL.(1972), for a discussion of the impact of supervisi.on ona..
Su\p 1A KOD.



Upon what data are 414410oes made and actions taken? What are the

sources of data? What degree of tenability and certainty can

be ascribed to this data?

pi Atiataistrstive Itinstioashies

administrative relationships involve the organisationally based inter

actions between the -verson-en of an orgaaisation or system. While

administrative relationships are defined is relation to organisational

roles, tasks, rules, etc. (sod are usually understood to be "formalised"

administrative relationships may vary is terms of clarity and preciseness,

commonness of uhdaratindine between the parties !nvolved, degree of

icrmalisation, etc. Further, attestioe must be gives to the interpersonal,

intergroup relationships between the parties involved in an administrative

relcionship.* We do not include here interorgantsational relationships pe

se (though there may be some overlap), as this is woof the institutions

base featur:.

Some import .t ',soma could be:

Whar is the level of administraLive relationships under considers-

tiun, (i.e., at inPern..tional, national, system, insti,urioaal,

Tatra -institutiona. ',wel)? (c.f. Rosenbloom 1975)

What type oi organization or organizational unit is involved, (e.g.:

federal &gooey, a private busine."51, an aces/Imix institution,

a regional lab, a committee, a task force, etc.)?

What is the mode of the administrative relationship (e.g.: line-

staff, liaison, matrix, etc.)?

What is the formal nature -f the relationship, (e.g.: 1pgal,

authority, voluntary, consultative, advisory, etc.)?



Met are the interpersonal (intergroup Oharacteristice of the relation-

ship, (e.g: eollaboration, competitive, conflict charismatic,

trailtift/hhe0421066, 44401 (Rubenstein at al. 1969)

C. 11 ileiatrstivs Sv Cbaract

We may eneseine the administration function is terms of its character-

istics as a system itself.* Some important Isaias areas could be:

To whet extent is the administrative system coatraliseekor decentral-
. iced? Is this appropriate or inappropriate in teis of the

level of s3rsteanaturation the nature of the tasks involved,

the. nature and seeds of specific R/D61 filename, AMA.? (Ruben-
stein and Radnor 1963)

o.

To what extent is the administrative system formalised by rules,

regulations, policies, procedure manuals,, etc.? (Has* and

Aiken 1970)

Is the administrative systole a relatively adaptable or inflexible

(Rubenstein and Radnor)? Part of the administrative systin?

Under what conditions. would adaptability be most needed? What

costs would be involved in cleaving the administrative system

(financial costs, system disruption, loii.of rersonnel, etc.)?

Iz.what ways and to what extent is the administrative system organ-

ized byidependent up,In specializations (to terms of types of

speetalization waded within the administrative system;' impact

tb,, structure of the system; specialized: aanagerial skills

required_ (Andrews and Farris 1967)1.i, What types of special',

sations? In what ways are such specializations integrated with

*
lkis a general reference for administrative system characteristics seeSums and Stalker (1961) and, /lateen at al. (1973).



or diassaregated from each other? Whet level of technical
4

eepWisticatiee is req*Mna with regard to the different

sp-cialisations?

To what extent are administrative roles, relations, policies,

selection of psrsonasl, etc. politicised (i.e., affected by

political dynamics)? What are the sources of political

dymasica internal to the system; pressure itrouPC

goverammatal)? Mew pervasive are the political dynamics

within the system? In reference to whet issue

Is the administrative systems relatively adaptable on inflexible?

Is the administrative system relatively adaptible or inflexible?

(Rubenstein and Radnor) Parts of the administrative system?

Under what conditions would adaptibility be most needed?

What costs would be involved in changing the adnit.strative

system(financial costs, system' disruption. loss of personnel, etc.)?

In what ways and to what extent is the administrative system organized

by/dependent upon specie nations (in7terme of types of

spPcialisation needed within the administrative managerial

skills'required)? (Andrews and Farris 196?) What types of

specializations? in what ways are such specializations

tegrait4 with or dissdggrated fro each other? What level of

technical sophistication is required with regard to the

different specializations?

Q. Chatactgriitimat Adainstr-A,

The individuals who are the administrators bring

cherseteristiceto the proc les of &dein:

characteristics which might be of particu.

could be the following: entreponeurship, ri

pomp romoSsivitY to chaAso. I

certain personal

Among those

1.cance to A/D6s1

.ponsity, innovative-



SO

Sem ispertimat issues here could be:

To what extent do the administrators of the P/Obi system reflect

these earacteriatics (Kelly and Kransberg 1975)? In which

ergenisatioas?

Doss the impact of sad /or need for these characteristics differ 'Geord-

ies to 11/Dist functions, different organisations within the system,

different levels within organisations, different levels of system

metaratioa, type of innovation, etc. Mailmen et el. 1973)?

Whet is the impact of And/or need fec-other personal character-

istics of R/D61 system administrators (e.g.: leadership

style: orchestration, renal:mat:Ara, political skills)?

(Gruber and Marquis 1969, Wimmnocth 1970, and Fels and

Andrews 1966)? Under what coelitions? In relation to what

parts of .the system?

I Administrative Techniques

Various administrative techniques and methods aro used to perform

the administrative processes function (c.f. Baker and evund IAA,

llreadentA_rg 1966, Cetron and Goldhar 1970 and Rubenstein 1957).

'these any differ between.l.ect,!--s, betwoen organizations, according

to tasks Involved, etc. -Some important issues .could be:

: What adsluistrative techniques are commonly used in the P/D61 system?

(Raker and Pound, Cetron at al. 1967, and Seeder 1973) How do

the4, raceme with or differ from those used in other R/D&I

systems and suct0;.?

03



What mdmiamstratime tmehmultel ties meet relevant is terms of the

Level of SiDia, *rams's moturatilca,:the different 111/:

famettons, the *stare of the tasks involved, atea. (r
sad iouud, sad louder)

What aro the ameditions which help are hinder the applicability/

usability of adadmistretivo teehniques across different

sectors? Ti Mutt extent ,and how Is a particular tochalqua

Wish is useful llama sector also useful is another seater?

If not, Uhy not? Oskar sad resod, *ad Bauder)

t are tbs pettrus, sechanisme, dimensions of transfer and

diffisioa of administrative techniquee-ftr- oar IM
system to another?

ar
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I base is a critical aspect of any organization or
system. is especially true is any atm system whi,',: I)
by &tint involves the human activity, of - nativity (Kern
haulier 190., his and Andreae 1966, and Vollmer ant Kilts 19606);
mud 2) is highly dependent ea communication among individuals
for integinticeicdr2/944 activities (Gruber and Marquis 19f;$, and

Algiers and Sheemaker.1969). It is- Also clear that the personnel
base feature is a highly 'complex feature -- nee which can and
ra.t be analyzed from a variety of interactive perspectives. We .

viii hate sugsserwand 'Illustrate aces of these peispectivee.

In broad terms, we may see the persoansl bass both se a resource

input to the 2,061 system sad as an output of the system. Pro=

the resource input perspective, we will meet to know at least

how the personnel base impacts the syiten in terns of: tae

skills, perspectives, si4d experiences, etc. which they Lrius to.

the system (K,rahauserokAnd Fels and Andrews); whether person

nee0ed by the systai are available or not (Rollomme 1966 and

) and the sate* to which inkivideal goals and oh-

s are similar or Igliabilmilar compatible or incompaNt,Ie

h ?vas and objectiveZ of an Rim systras or organizItion

(Wavy 191, Kornhauser, and-3bed 1950. On the nther

mad; the personnel of an Rtnid system may be seen as an rPltinl:

re 'he *yet** in the a thatthe petlionget do change aa a

requit pf training they uceive, their socialization into tio1

system aid its origanisat the learning which occurs thrgugh

pxperie-zes ,(Volimer I Land the obeoIescenCe which ,cedts

through lack of adaptsti

r
to a changing knowledge environs*

astAlor lack of rest and ti elation of skills.
.
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of of the Mat' thtessiwe would west to Mow abaft askilait Systee's

persossal Mee is the tones of pereasral perbonsel "emesibiser)

elstek-sto mid by the system.* p important teat t could loss

Whet types of persotinot are cerreutly See.

technkall sclestistiOessineersima04

sesiskillediesstitle4; etc.)!

6.: adaisistrat Iva/

Amor*, skilled!

*as type of persassel are seeded is tem JOF the specific.seterid

eedeireleiremeses of: the dills 461i/ssaltenssions;

!articular caster; the typp of tech:missy iseolved; the:

ler oriamiaatios (st typo of atedmisatias e.g.; eav*,

annoy, private isdeetry, eeivereity, Adel1 ors eeteatiom,/eoer

orgamisatiom, *to.); Saveremestat reemireme,ts (e.g.: eioms, sex,

race anti_d ,crindeetise laws); etc.?

specisiisetiens are nesdedl tillset et*, sass god

and specializations are `s=eeded?

balance of skills

What time liner' are involved either tor training aid development nor-,

sonnet or for creating sources of personnel (0.

it take to train a 2'c-etcher, a dissemble:4w, a technical
I.

specialist, etc.: hoe long does it cake to create programs and

institutions to provide such training)? What &ow*** are

required to achieve this training and development?

8.: how Ions doe*

These Issas are typical, of those addressed by any organisation
or system is sespnwer pleasing c.f. CF. Olmock.PreogmeD

Aalsevembo fhd ad.. Dallasi leemess Peblicatiode,
%Ater. Mispemer Plematip Hi* Taiga* Pelef.

Memel, AmekAmbert Iftiesroity of Elchisse Isetttete of 1:0-
,destrill *Actions, 1967.
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What- his been the historicalpattern of the system's personnel needs?

That are the projections for future needs?

In what ways are current and future need( likely to be ffected by such

factors as: technological changeb; change: in the economy; fund-

ing patterns; needs of the sector; marketplace demands and require-

ments; turnover rates (and what are the causes for the turnover

0 v rate); changing ages of current personnel over time; retirement

rates; existing or anticipated laws; obsolescence, aging; etc.

We would also want to know about the availability and sources of needed

R/D &I system pefsonnel. Some important issues could be:

Are the needed personnel available, in short supply, or in oversupply?

What has been the historical pattern of the availability of needed

personnel?

What are tho projections for future availability of. needed personnel?

What is the impact (short term and long term) on the system of the level

of availability of needed personnel?

In what ways will availability of needed personnel be impacted by such

factors as: the ability of the R/D&I system to attract and retain

tf needed personnel; funding patterns; technological changes; retire-

ment rates; governmental regulations?

What mare the existing sources for needed personnel (e.g.: universities

and colleges; technical institutions; internal organizational

training programs; second career personnel; etc.)? Do these sources

exist within or are they external to the sector? Are they adequate

in terms of either-number, quality or particular types of personnel

needed? if not, can the system provide such sources?
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What-environmental-facture *fleet the pereOnnei base (e.g.: populatton
growth rates, laws and regulations, societal norms and values,

state of eac economy, popularity of and support for variouo fields
of knowledge, etc.)?

B. Professions and Occupations

In addition to looking at the personnel base from the general perspec-
tive of the RITA' system, we will need to examine as separate systems
those specific professions a.,1 occIpations which are relevet. to the
R/D&I system (Becker and Carper and Kornhauser 1966).

4

The development of professions and occupations is a differentiation
process and an such has all thebenefit: of segmentation of tasks and
specialization of knowledge and all the.difficulties of achieving unity
of effort for activities requiring collaboration among ...:ffIrentpro-
fessions and occupations. Shepard (1954), Kornhnuser, and others
(Badawy 1973; and Barth 1973) have shown, for example, that p:ofesgional
(or occupational) socialisation can lead to a lack of congruence be-
tween a professionals values and those of hia/her organization. Further-
more, t,ere are value, goal, time orientation, etc. differences among
various professions and occupations (Pelz and Andrews 1966). These
differences are important to the integration of work within the R/D&I
as well as to the linkages of the system and its components to rele-
vant sub-environments (especially the knowledge/technology environment).
Issues, therefore, are directed at the degree of differentiation of
professions and occupations and the l'nking processes acting among

professions/occupations and between professions/occupations.and their
relevant sub-environments. The questions which follow deal (in section
B) with the issue of, differentiation and integration at the systems
level (i.e., between the R/D&I system and its immediate environment),
with issues of differentiation (in C), and wit: integration withii. the
R /D &I system (in C).

98
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To what extent are the various professions and occupations specific to the

sector in which the R/D&I system exists (e.g.: the teaching profession

of the education sector)? To what extent are they sector spanning

(e.g.: computer technicians)? To what extent do they have bc:h

sector spanning and sector specific characteristics (e.g.: researchers

within 3 specific discipline, whose research skillefmathodolc;Les may
4

be at least partially sector spanning but who are socialised in/committed

to a specific sector)?

Are there organized associations related to the particular occupations and

professions? What status and power do they have? Are their goals

and values compatible or incompatible with the goals and values of

the R/D&I sector, system and/or Organizations? What is the level

of commil.ment of these associations tel-part!.cular R/D&I see :or or

system?

What are the entraace requirements/standards regulations for these

professions and occupations? Who sets them? Who implements and

monitors them? Who evaluates potential personnel? What is the

impact of these requirements/standards/regulations on the

availability of needed personnel?

What are the knowledge life cycles for these professions and occu:ations?

What career paths are provided within the R/D&I system? Are there

alternative career paths within the system (e.g.: between

organizations, between R/D&I functions)? Are there alternative

career paths available in other sectors or R/D&I systems? What

are the mobility patterns within the R /D&I system, between

professions and occupations between sectors?

What are the status ..ystems within the R/D&I-systme7 Between R/D&: systems?'

99
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the- -lystes ts Tersonnal-

Thus far, we have focused on the personnel base feature in terms of

the RID&I system. It will also be important to have some knowledge

about the personnel themselves (Barth 1973, Pets and Andrews L$66, and

Vollmer and Mills 1966). Here some of the major issues could be:

What are their levels of commitment to the sector, the R/Dia system

and particular organizations?

What is the nature of their motivation (e.g.: financial, status,

responsibility, creativity, etc.)? Are these motivations

"matched" with th, incentives provided by the system?

What are the values of system personnel?

What are the goals and objectives of system personnel? Are these

compatible or in conflict with goals and objectives of the

RAW system, functions and institutions?

A

What perspectives, experiences, biases, etc. do the personnel bring

to the R /D&I system (in terms of their background)?

How does the creativity ability of personnel tend to change, over time,

in response to varying institutional and other environmental

romAjions (Andrews 1967)? What can be done to increase the

availahility of creative personnel (Watson 1975)?

D. System Activities Related to the Personnel Base

It will be important to know how the R/D6I system responds to its

personnel needs. Obviously, here our concerns will overlap a portion

of the administrative processes function and are-concerns commonly

,addressed by personnel functions.
*

*
See Glueck, Personnel: A Diagnostic Approach and E. Vetter,ipmpower
Planning .

100
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Het*, ion important issues could be:

What is the nature, extent and adequacy of monitoring, forecasting and

pii6ing for the system's personnel needs?

What is the nature of the system's incentive systems (e.g.: financial,

position, status, promotion;. formal/information; etc.)? Are they

relevant to the needs and motivations of personnel? Pow do they

differ ccross R/D&I fUnctions and fnatitutions?
. - - -

What are the processes and criteria for recruitment and selection of

personnel?

sz.

What is the nature of the socialization process for system personnel?

What is the type, extent and methodologies of training and development?

Does the system deal with personnel obsolescence through replacement

or training?

Who bets, implements, monitors R/D&I system requirements in relation

to tasks of the system, performance requirements and standards,

etc.? Is this done. internally within the system or is this

impo3ed externally (e.g.: by governmental laws, regulations,

agencies)? How are these "enfor,:ed"?

How is information about the personnel base disseminated/diffused

throughout the R/D&I system? By-whom? Who uses such informa-

tion? Are there significant "gaps"?

lad
V.

t



VII. VyNDINC
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funding is a feature which, at least fss,1 a minimum level of soch-

isticstion, is easily recognisable as being significant to the

process of innovation. Indeed, in our analysis of other factures,

we have referred repeatedly to issues of cost. However, while

analysis of funding must obvioisely include considerations of

cost, analysis of funding must also include consideration of

sources of funding, availability/obtainsbility of funding, the

process and constraints involved in obtaining funding, the sta-

bility of funding, patterns, distributions, and so forth.

The discussion herein is an extension of Section I.C. "Economic

Environment" in that it addresses issues related to the inter-

relationships between the R/D&T system and significant components

of its economic environment, namely funding sources. a are

also concerned with the "causal texture" of the frA::Ig on-

vironment, which is the relationship among fundit* '0:rocas shi

between funding sources and other components of the system's en-

vironment (economic, legal/political, etc.).

The availability and itcessibility of capital resources has been

shown to be of considerable importance to R/DSgi in education

(Committee for Economic Development 1968); industry (niebold

Group 1973, Mansfield 1968, Radnor,et al. 1:70 and Shepard 1969);

agriculture (Carter 1970A and government (Denver Research

Institute 1973, Radnor et al. 1975, and The Urban Institute

1971) in both developed and underdeveloped economies (Rimsworth

1970 and Shills 1967). The processes, incentives and barriers

involved in obtaining funding for R/D&I while well recognized

have only recently been examined in any detail (Denver Research

.Institute 1973, Diebold Group 1973, Arthur D. Little 1973,Atoberts

1969, and the Urban Institute 1971). This researchtunfortunatelys

1 iC
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1311404ea "441140-4-011- ttatiegraintligth4 availability of pm=

crosnec fungips, QtM rmleva.,t issues such as the stability

of funding, lam and tellnintiona, risk, urgency, etc. have re-

ceived only cursory even though there are indications

that such fantors are significant influences on RAM (c. f.

seriefield 196g and Mists 1962).

For simpiisity we have divided the discussion of potential funding

issues into two parts: 1) the characteristics of the sources of

funding, end 0 the chitaotericstics of the funding of R/D6I.

6. souoiLatiallat

Clearly, the characteristics of the sources of funds will affect

availability and accessability. Some of these characteristics

would include sire of the sources (in terms of personnel and finan-

cial resources). 50411, Procedures, organisational structure and

background and experience of source personnel (c.f. Hol Iowan 1966)

and telsysat questions "tad include:

What are the ftejor sources of giD&I funding: government sources

(and from who level of government: local, state, federal,

governments of other countries and international organise*

tions); foundations; Masts organizations not involved

in the Hibea system or sector; private organizations which

are Part of the giD8./ system or sect4r; venture capital

orgsnisatione, etc.?

In what war ft" the sources subject to such dynamics as the waxing

and waning of national issues; political shifts; the general

ecoomin climate; degree of risk involved? Do such dynamics

affect the vorious funding sources similarly or differentially?

1(13
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Oat is the attest of commitment of the wing source (sources)

to affillt What is the pattern of funding (i.e., what aiDA1

functions, what institutionglOwbat innovations or areas of

concern are funded)?

What factors influence whether funding will b provided for alma

and bow they can be used (e.e.i laws and regulations; the dearse

of risk involved; the perceived importance or urgency; differ*

anoes about return on investment criteria; etc.)?

To What extent do sources of funding integrate their activities?

Are their procedures similar or dissimilar?

What are the financial conditions of the funding sources? How much

of their funds are available for R /D&I?

What is the level of funding with respect to the sector, the a/D6I

system, each of the R/DAI &actions, specific areas of SAW

concern (e.g.: the aerospace/moon londiag concern of the

60s; filling "gaps" in the divsemination system), specific

programer /projects, an4 as :elevAoc, specific insticutions?

Is funding for programs /projects stimulated by field-initiated

proposals o. by funding agenly plans / programs /requests -for-

proposals?
.1

4,
4

what kinds of return on investment do the funding sources expezt

finantial, new products, system hullo:Wag)? Within

what time frames?

What arc the policies of the funding sources with respect to R/D&I?

With respect to a specific R/D&I sector, system or institu-

tion?

1 fe
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g basia is fund1r provided histortcal basis; percent

of ineomeiesinel etc.)?

Whet types of funding are available from the various funding sources

aloProPrintiena from legislative bodies to other govern-

meet agencies; grants; contraiste; sales of products and

services; etc.)?

Are builds made available on A "sole Balms" or only on a competitive

bidding basis? Are funds provided on s fix'od price or A cost-

pips basis?

How do the types of funding differ in terms of the amount of dis-

cretion and flexibility the recipient may exercise in the use

of funds?

Are the granting agencies able to respond to short-term or emergency

R/Dlikl needs? it not, is this due to structural or procedural

issueb?

Are funding source personnel slatPathetic to the 11/1)il system or
sector? lio they understand the particular problems and needs

of R/D611?

Charactenristics of the undin ,of R Wel

The characteristics of the funding of 11/061 important to this

analysis are considered in terns of both actual and required. These

characteristics include not q014 the level of funds, but the eta-

batty, balance, etc. (e.C. Charpie 1967, Mansfielt 1968, and

Rubenstein, et al., 1974). Some important issues, therefore, could

be:

Is the level of funding adequate to meet a particular 1/06I system

need or tha requirements of a pacticulavInnovation?

10 :z
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i.

Is the level of Pawling balanced across the RAW functions in

terms of the respect*, levels of fonding needs of the OM
.funebions ag0 in terse of the total flow of innovation from

knowledge production,to knowledge utilisation? "

Is, the level of funding adequate to meet the expectations of the
hinders?

What een/ehould be done within the limitatioos ut the existing,

Mygo, level of funding?

Are there maxims levels.beyend whichilunding cannot be used

effectively/ (For example, the amount at funding that can

be effectively utilised within the basic research function

will be limited by the extent of the.existine personnel/

institutional bases.)

Are there 'minimum levels of funding needed in terms of (for

example) the costs in a, particular area of innovation, the

need to maintain (but not expand) the existing personnel!'

institutional bases, etc.?.

:.'h :c Lifters most be considered in order to determine the level

of funding needed (e.g.: the capital, operating, personnel

and maintenance costs levolved during the various stages

of the R/Did Wocess; the nature of the innovation involved;.

whither or not sys:en building is involved; etc.)?

that extent have funding patterns tended to "shape" the R/D6I

system in terms of which issues/concerns are emphasie or.

neglected; which WM, functions are developed or lectod;

the focus, character and strength of R/D&I institutions; etc.?

Is the type of funding available appropriate to the needs of

the 11/061 system, (Unction or institution? To the type of

progien eieproject,being funded?
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funding tended to be stable or unstable?
C

What hes been or would be the short PM long term impact of timid-

lag instability is terms of It/D4I systole stability and

espebility; the persona'''. and institutional bests of the

IOW system; shock a4d long tern return on investment:

sunk e*sts; whether or not there will be innovation "out-

come or "results "; the adequacy of innovation outcomes/

results; etc.?

*Over what period (length) of time is tending stability needed/

Is there ranee .1 tending levels within which funding fluc-

tuate without severe short or long term impact? What is

this range *

Do these considerations vary across the R/D61 functions; across the

institutions of the systems in isms of the relative state of

development (maturation) of the SIMI system, functions,

institutions? in what ways?

finally, with respect to cost patterns w may ask what are the

amounts. patterns of expenditures over time, distribution

across RlD..i functions and institutions, etc., for which

funding will bs required? flow will these patterns and re-

quirements influence the funding process?

What t of costs will/will not be allowable under var.-feu' fund-

arrangements? To what extent can costs be shifted to

ar ava able funding constraints?

now well can costa be estimated (amounts, when required, etc.) to

permit' proper funding programs? ,What will be the effects

on funding requirements for change-in cost patterns?
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'tt* 111,0 AMATIO1R PLOW

luformstion flow or communications is central to the functionies of
any system. In its broadest sinuses inforwation, flow is the primary

linking or integrating process among the ledividuals, groups and

institutions comprising the system and between she system and its

environment Mats and Kahn 1966, and Thompson 1967). Pecanse of the

stsnificance and implication of the concept of information flow for

systems functioning, it is considered as a separate feature of the
contelltual analytic framework. Secauee the product of an RAM
process is esseattally

information, the issue is of central impor
tants to Ma and has been the subject of considerable research
(Allen and Cohen 1969 Coldhar et al. 1976, Rolland at el. 1976,
Taylor and Utterback 1975).

There are many and vs tad definitions of the concept of information
flow (Porter and Rober s 1976). To try to deal with the detinitiveal
problems, however, is onside the scope of this discussion. Since
our, purpose to to better understand R/061 systelv and their functioning,
it,ts useful to take the broadest possible definition of information,
whether or not by doing so we are overlapping Amami dealt with in
other features. The process of contextual analysis, as we, discussed
in Chapter one, is iterative with parts of the Process being repeated
as new understandings or insights are gained. sy broadly. defining
information flow, new insinhts or understandings may be provided rele-
vant to other features.

Most general information flow cr communication models view informatioc.

flow as "an attempt to share meaning via the transmission of massages
from sender to receiver" (Porter and Roberts 1976). The key elements
of this process are who says what, by tictsarvitine, to whoa and
with what effect (Robertson 1971)." In the context of RASA, Kogan

I ON



(1966), has developed a "technOIOgy transfer model" based on informa-

tion flow'between a source and "intended destination". This model

.shown in rigurc 1 summarizes information, flow as an interaction

process. (Ste also Myers and Marciuis 1969, and Utterback 1973).

information flow is, hpwever, more than the exchange of information.

'The concept also subsumes social processei, such as influence, control,

and cooperation. Another element, therefore, is the social system in

which information flow takes place. As Katz and Kahn (1966) state:

communicatip. needs to be seen not as a process occurring between

Any senderAnd potential recipients, but in relation to the social

system in which it occurs and the particular function it performs."

Another significant characteristic of information flow inIt/D&I is

that it. occurs over time. The element of. time is involved throughout'

the R/D&I proceis from need identification to evaluation research

and including the,stages°in between ( tbgers, and Shoemaker 1971). In

_carrying,out particular R/D&I functions and integrating activities

among functions certain patterns of information flow and networks- of

interacting personnel are etructured and/or develop by experience.

It is the discussion of time which distinguishes the analysis. of

. information flow in R/D&I from the more conventional areas of "tom

Munications research" (Rogers and Shoemakef).

Some potential issues relevant to eact, of the above elements of infor-

. oration flow are described below:

ources Of Information (Who)

ThAyer (1967) contends that there are three factors of importance in

;understanding any two person interaction-. From, the point of view of-
.,

the source,_, these_. 1.r_e:...__1)__:___the_sourte_!s_concept_of_self,-...2)_ the

source's. concept of the receiver,'- and 3) the source's concept of the

,purObses-of-cOMmonitation: Some potential issues, therefore, are as
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Who are the sources of information !individuals or.iustitutions) with-

in and external to R/D&I and to the institutions in the R/D&I

system? Are they many rt. few? Centralized or diffuse?

110-

From what frames of refereme (disciplines, value sets, etc.) is

information, sent?

._____Raw_ao these source's view themselves in relation to receivers
--------

important in their awn right or deliendent upon-receiveral?

What perceptions do sources have about the purposes. of receivers?

What expectations do sources. have about how information will be

utilized?

What purposes do sources have for sending information?

DOes information flow accomplish the purposes of source:? If not,

why not?

Are there other potential, relevant sources of information that

are not'sending information? If yes, why? Who?

.g. :

Is there relevant information not being sent? If not, why not?

What, ipg r ion?

In what ways does the nature of the sources affect. the potential

availability of needed information? The potential validity

and relevance of the information? In what ways might the

potential biases and limitations of perspectives' of the sources

affect the information they provide?

Who is not receiving needed information? Why not?
...

.
. _
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B. Types of Information (Says What)

The type of information is related to the characteristics of inno-o
vations in the R/D&I system which is discussed in the next section
(IX).

One important generic aspect for R /D&I processes involves the question
of idea flow in A/D&I as a manifestation of information flow.

How is the flow of ideas influenced by organizational constZaints-on
4

information flow (e.g.: up the hierarchy, or between organizations/
.

departments) (Baker et al.. 1967, Holt 1975, Utterback 1971).

C. Information Flow Channels (By Which Chinne).)

In order for informatioc to get from the sources to the re..gyients,

there must be channels for information flow. Some important issues
could be:

What channels exist?

Are the channels forMal (e.g.: newsletters; dissemination organize-,

tions; journals; papers presented at professional meetings;

formalized inter-organizational and intra-organizational channels
and procedures for communication; etc.) or informal (at meetings;
by telephone as the occasion arises; invisible colleges; etc.)?

Are the channels appropriate? (Do they connect the right sources with .

the right recipients)?

Are single or multiple channels used to transmit the same inforMation
(e.g.: an article is printed in a journal, which is then stored
in a data bank and summarized in a newsletter)?
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Are the zhannels adequate? (Are there gaps? Can the' channels "carry"

enough information? Do the channels "distort" the information/

If so, in what wayi? Do the channels'"screen" or synthesize-

information?)

Are the channels used? (If not, why not? Are they designed so that

recipients can assess them? Are they known to potential users?)

,Are information gatekeepers used? How do they play this role? Who

becomes a gatekeeper, under .what conditions? (Allen 1971, Taylor

1975)'

What types of boundary spanning activities are to be observed? How do

such boundary spanning roles as "project manager" influence

information flows? (Keller and Holland .1975, Organ and

Greene 1972)

D. Receivers of Information (To Whom)

The characteristics of receivers important to information flow

are similar to those of sources, that is, the receiver's self concept,

concept of source, and concept of the purposes of communication

(Thayer 1967). It is important to recognize that these factors

are important only'in relation to the source and the effectiveness

of information flow, There is nothing inherently bad or good about

a particular receiver's (or source's) concept of self, etc. In

the following, we will utilize some of the issues addressed in

Section VIII A, dealing with characteristics of information sources

in comparison with characteristics of receivers, to determine'the

effects of incompatabilities or perceptions between sources and

receivers. 'Soule potential issues therefore, are:

1410 receives information (individuals and institutions)? Are they

Many Or few? Centralized or diffUse?
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From what frame of reference is information received? !Are these'frames

of reference compatible Or inccopatible.with receivers (i.e., do

differences "noise" in the system)?

Bow do receiver's view themselves ,in relation to sources? (e.g.: imr

portant in Their own right, or dependent upon sources)? Do differ-
,

emcis in self concept among source anereceiver create difficul-

ties in inforMation flow?

What perceptions do receivers have,about the purposes of sources?

What expectations do.receiver ave about how information will be

utilized? Are these.eicpectations similar of dissimilar to those

of the sources of information? Compatible or incompatible? If

incompatible, why? ,What is theeffect'of,this incompatibility

oo effective information flow'

What purposes do receivers have for'receiVink information? Row do

° 'these purposes differ from those of sources?

,Does,information flow accomplish the purposes of receivers? If not;

. Flly not?

Are tLere potential relevant receivers of information not currently

receiving informatiOn? If yes, why? Who?

Is there relevant information not being received? If yes, why? What

information?

S. Utilization of Information (With That Effect)

We previously discussed the expectations about how information

will be utilized. Clearly we are also concerned with how it

is actually utilized. Some potential issues, therefore; are:



How is information actually used? Or is it used? Tf pot,

whir not?

Are the expectations of sources, receivers or. both realized in the

utilization of information? If rot, why not?

F. Control and Access (social system"

The social system-in which information flow takes place is

manifested in or affects control of and access to information

(c.f. Katz and Kahn 1966). The issue of control is not simply

one of authority or position. It is al..o a matte,. of the

types of barriers or blockages that effectively limit the flow

of information; The mannel in which information is stored and

acces can also be important in determining what is communicated

to whom.

Some important issues could be:

Who determines what information will be sent or received; by whom

and to whom; when; and what channels and methodologies can/will

be used?

Is information flow open, or is it limited by laws, regulations, politi-

cal considerations, cost, suspicion, lack of awareness by senders

of the need a recipient has (or, vice versa, lack of awareness

by a recipient that information exists, or what is the source

for information, or what channels to use)?

-How ii information stored and accessed/retrieved? Is information stor-

age/retrieval automated?

Who determines: what information will be stored; how it will be storied;"

what the retrieval mechanisms /proceaseb will he; who will have

access to information?



. Patterns of Information Flow (nkirertme)

We will need to ascertain the patterns of information flow which

emerge over time in order to determine both the nature and adequacy

of information flow, Some important issues could be:

What are the primary patterns of information flow in terms of who com-

municates with whom? Is the information flow unidirectional? .

Two-way but between isolated sets of senders/recelmers Multi-

directional among a variety of senders and receivt-r.?

What sources information and channels of information flow are or

are not used?

Whoa.: methodologies and techniques are most used? To what ctent does

the informtion flow tend to be formal or Informal?

How and by whom is the information flow process. initiated? (Do

users contact producers? Or do producers contact users? etc.)

Who seeks information and who does not? Why?

A specific issue of some interest here involves the interdepartmental

flow of information between R&D and other functions (e.g.: market-

ing or production). Some specific questions are:

How does intergroup climate affect inter-departmental information ex:.

change (Barth 1971, Biller and Shanley 1975, Burns 1961)?

How can couplings and interfaces between such functions be improved

(Rubenstein et al. 1969,,Steade 1966, Young 1973)7'

a
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Networks of I °formation Plow Over Tice)

he second factor related to the dimension of time is the ,

rvelopment of networks of communication or information flow.

uth networks say be formalized or may be informal, centralized

diffuse, separated from or integrated with each other. Here

me key issues could be:

*re, to what extent and by whom are such networks needed?

hat extent do such networks exist?

what ways are the networks connected with each other?

at networks are external but relevant to the VFW system?

at impact,does the existence or lack of -uch networks have

on the R/D&I a Waage

what ways are the networks effective or ineffective?'

) performs the various information processing roles within the

networks (e.g.:, the role of "gatekeeper")?
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Ix. movaxon

All of the contextual features we have discussed thus far have assumed

the existence of some innovation(*) -- and some understanding of the

innovation(*) involved muot indeed be incorporated in the discussion

of any of the contextual features. However, this very centrality of

the innovations themselves warrants considering "innovations" as a

separate feature to insure that adequate attention is given during

Any analysis. Depending on the type and purpose of the specific

analysis, the focus may range from consideration of a specific inno-

vation to the broad range of innovations relevant to a particular

RAW system or sector.

Definitions of innovations vary greatly in the literature. The term

has been used to denote both items and processes. In this section

ve consider innovations as objects, ideas or practices. Further, we

must be concerned with not'llniting what is or is not an innovation

*so as not to restrict the resulting analysis.

Essential to the concept of innovation is the discussion of novelty

or newness. Barnett (1953) defines innovation as '!any thought,

behavior or thing that is qualitatively different from existing forms."

What constitutes novelty or difference from existing forms, however;

has been the subject of disagreement among researchers and research

traditions.

"Innovation*" has been used to refer to items which are new in a
stareof-the-art sense (c.f. Kelly and Kranzberg 1975) as well as
items perceived as newby the adopting unit (Rogers and Shoemaker 1971).

Roth objective newness And perceived newness are important considers-
.

tions for the purposes of contextual analysis. Objective newness is

importaht to the efficiency of,R/D4I activities. Its importance is

demonstrated in the classic question of library search versus experiment.
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Perceived newness, on the other hand, is an Important factor in

determining indivudual response to an ides, practice or object

at all stages of the 1/04I process;
4

The analysis of the innovations feature would include at least

three general types of considerations: requirements for the innovations,

characteristics of the innovations, impact Id benefits of the innovations.

Naturally, these overlap to sore extent. Ase diffusion of

innovations is dealt with in Part Three (Feature No. XIV).

A. Requirements for the Innovations

R /D&l system elements and functions constitute a set of boundaries or

filters through which innovations must pass. These innovations, in

turn, imposi certain requiremints on these elements and functions,

which in some cases require system change to amommoaate innovations.

The implementation/utilization of an innovation, for example, is by

definition a change-in user elements and functions. Similar, althdbgh

often more subtle, ,nanees may be required by an innovation or inno-

vations in other system elements and functions.

There is a rapidly growing and diverse body of literature which seeks

to ,explain the differential response to'and the differential impact of

innovations on R/C61 system eleients and 'functions. Important overviews

of various innovation research traditions ere provided by Havelock (1969),

Kelly and Kranzberg (1975), and Rogers and Shoemaker (1971). Despite

the diversity of approaches and interests in varying R /D&I sectors (i.e.,

agriculture, education, industry, etc.) some common albeit-general

findings as to possible system requirements for innovation have emerseci.

These possible requirements are as follows:

11 there is an existing and rePognized;need4P
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2) thare are adequate financial and pers4pnel resources available;

3) thine is iateclinOlogical capacity to absorb innbvations (i.e.,

there is a' relation between the innovations aid the system's

existing operations);

4) there is an organisational capacity (structure and capability)

to absorb innovations;

55 theta is an open, receptive management climate and top manage-

ment support for,innoVation; and

6) socio-cultural and political/legal environments are not sista-

flpently sntithethetical to innovation.

Some of the possible issues related to these user requirements are;

Therefore:

Weed identification - - What needs would the innovation meet?

WWI, needs? Bow were the needs identified? By whom?

Level and scale of RAD effort - What scale of costs are involved?

What level of comple4ty and sophistication of technologies Is

involved? Bow many and what type of personnel and institutions

are involved? What length of time is required?

System management - = What impact does the innovation have on the

management of the R/D&I system in terms of coordInation/orthes-

tretioi/communication efforts; nature /amount /type of involvement

with organisations external to the R/D&I system and sector?

.- With whai other technologies or aspects of the

1/D6I'system must the innovation be integrated or cbordinated?

What modifications in the existing R /D &I system or specific

technologies/facilities must be made for the innovation to be



utilised' What other R/DAI system teefinologles and faci:itie;

met be *in ialecorbefore the innovation can be `developer,.

produced, disseminated, utilized?

.State of the arts - What state of the arts of relevant tec=logies

is required by the innovation? What is the current scat* -f

the arts, and is it adequate or not?

User requirements - What do users aspect from the innovatiom?

Bps must the innovation be developed and produced in'orda: for

it to be compatible with the user's *yeti's and capabilities?

(0t, alternatively. what charge* mould be required within the

user system?)

Constraints - - What governmental laws and regulations impose

requirements on the development, production, dissesinattm,

utilization of the innovation? What requirements? At %its:

level of government? What requirements are imposed by ottat

organizations (e.g.: professional associations; the partici-

pating R /D&I institutions)? What social/societal constratts

exist and how would they impact the innovation at any stip

of/the knowledge production/knowliedge utilization profess'

,Aie the required resources available or obtiinable?

B. The Characteristics of the Innovations

The characteristics of innovations have been identified as im;.)rtant

factors which typically act at the latter stages of R/DOI'pro:esses

marketing/distrihution/dissemination/diffusion, acquiv...tiom

and implementation/utilizati-There has, however, been at:7

limited systematic research on the attributes of innovations

their relative importance in R /D6I. The major traditions whit::

have esplicitly-dealt with charaCteristies of 'innovations are :he

diffuelon research, industrial (economic),' and research-on-research



-AU:pine; these traditions have dealt with different

types, of adopters (1.0'., individual.. and industrial organisations)

and sectors (i.e., agriculture and industry) their research has

resulted in the development of quite similar attributes of inno-

vations (cf., Minefield 1966, Rogers and Shoemaker 1971 and RnbenateLa
et al. 1974).

*ally and Iransberg (1975) have shown the similarity 'of diffusion

and industrial research traditions in their drvelcipasit of character-

istics of innovations. The research-owrsearch tradition, while

drawing on both diffusion and industrial research traditions, ban

tended to further explicate. these characteristics. In the following,

tte have incorporatedHthework of Rubenstein it al. into the

and Eranzberg disc:casino of diffusion research based on Rogers and

Shoemaker. (1971) and industrial]. (economic) research based on

Mansfield (1966). It should b: noted that we have singled out one

of the characteristics of innovations termed relative advantage by

Rogers and ShoemakeF and encompassing Mansfield's concept of economic

adventageigor consideration as e406eparate sub- feature. (See Section"

IV. C)

Minefis d andShoemaker tub taro at al.

4) Initial

Uncertainty

a) with existing Production

Processes /Organisation

b) with Corporate Coals

c) with Available Financial

and Personnel Resources

d) with Available Skills

4) with Existing AUthority/

Power Structure

f) with Technological State-of-

the Art (i.e.. need for

collateral innovations)

a
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EoaetR_ etc coma Rubeaat in et a].

i) with Projected Market (Life

cycle).

h) with Government Laws,

RegUletioni and Policies

2) Complexity a) Technical SOphistication

b) Complexity of Design

3) Observability a) Availability of TechniCal

Information

b) novelty of Technical

Approach

c) Type of Innovation

d) Availability of Information

about the Cost of Attaining

Market Acceptance and

Desired Market Shire,

e) Availability ofInformation

about Sales Potential,

B) Thitial

COMmitment

1) Trialability

f) Availability of Information:

about Development Costs

a) Extent to.Which Innovation,

may be Experimented with on

a Limited Basis

b) Initiil versus Total Costs

In the following we have structured possible issues in terms of

Rogers and Shoemaker's characterization of innovations:

410wWell (100 the innovation fit into existing processes,

'technologies, faCilities, skills, etc.?

Swamp. does the innovatioi kit projected markets in terms of

9 ,

;14.1
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its life :04E4 Obsolescence, etc.? Is, there an ''after- market "?

11.

Is potential usage specialised or generalised? Is the inno- ,

vation one which can'only be used by a-few people or institutions

(beceUse:of skills or facilities required; costs; limited

interest in using the innovation; applicability only to a

limited type of slituation)? Or can the innovation be used by

many people in a wide variety of sittings? Is the innovation

germaine only to a single sector? Can'the innovation be

modified for more widespread usage?

What level of quality is needed? /8 the level of quality

requirement imposed by the nature of the innovation itself,

by users, W governmental laws/regulations, by safety considera-

tions, etc.?

What are the relevant safety considerations? HoWvdo they

affect the innovation itself or the processes of developing/

produCing/utilizing the innovation?

Are there legal/social factors which could limit the develop-

., ment and resulting market for innovations?

Complexity:

Is the innovation relatively simple or complex? What level

of complexity isinvolved-In implementation/utilization and

implementation/utilization support services?

$.

What is the range of the reliability of the innovation? How

reliable must it be?

Observability:

Is the innovation a "hardware" item, "software" item, a process,

etc:?



Tolthat extent information about cumulative costs and

benefits of innovations available (i.e., costs to develop,

produce, disseminate, acquire, operate, mintain, provide

support services and replace the technology and potential

market elm, share, etc.).

Trialibility;

Can the innovation be tested? With what degree of certainty?

At what point in its development, production, implementation?

By whomsla it be tested?

What are cumulativeicogts (i.e., to develop, produce, diet-
.

geminate, acquire, *mate, maintain, provide support services,

replace, etc.)? Ari the costs spread or concentrated in terms
of: R /D &I functions,; particular organizations?

C. Impact and Benefits of the Innovations

Impacts and benefits are the ultimate outcomes of the R/D&I process 4

fl

aid, therefore, require consideration as a separate sub- feature or

Characteristic of innovations. For innovations that are at early

tages in the R /D &I process benefits and impacts-are_perceived

characteristics which have been found to be important determinants

if user adoption bbhavior (c.f. Rigersand Shoemaker 1971).

Some important issues could be

,
1, Who benefits from/is impacted by the innovation (users,

Vpersonnel, environment, etc.)?

What is the nature of the benefits and/or the impact?

Are there negative "side effects"? What are they? Who or
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what aspect of the IOU system is negatively affected? Can

the nept.vS .effects be controlled? Are they "adcaptable"?

`Are the bolinatits short term or long term? How quickly and

for what continuing period of time will the innovation have

impact? Dopthe time frame for benefits/impact differ

relative to different R/Dia functions, different institutions,

different RID &I system needs and issues?



PART THREE

R/D&I FUNCTIONS

lt

1G7

de,



To understand the R/0611 systems, one must understand the distinct

functions involved in producing knowledge, translating this knowledge

to useful forum and utilising knowledge. CISST's conceptualization

of these functions are need identification, generation/research,

development, production, marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion,

acquisition, implementation/utlization, support services and evaluation

research. That these or similar functions exist and are imporcant

to knowledge production/knowledge utilization can be shown from the

results of the increasing body of "diffusion", "technology transfer",

"innovation", or "technological change" research. The R/D6a

functions considered in the CISST analytic framework represent a

synthesis of these varioui research traditions, with their varying

units of analysis and foci consistent with the systemic nature of

knowledge production/knowledge utilization.

The relationship between the functions considered in the analytic

framework and the functions considered important in other models

relevant to R/D6I is shown in Table 1. The zadele in this Table

are representative of the dominant traditions of research or research

areas of interest in R/D6I. Three of the models deal with knowledge

utilization; one considering the organization as the adopting unit

(model A), and two the individual (models 13 and C). Model D deals

primarily with the knowledge production process. The final model,

E, focuses on the transition from knowledge production to knowledge

utilization. In brief, the CISST R/D6I functional model has the

following characteristics and assumptions:

1) Problem solving (model A) and research and development

(model D) are viewed as. interrelated processes. For

example, if there are separate Source and User sub -

oystems, the source must recapitulate or simulate user

problem solving and the user mast understand. (anci
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itAawlatel_reeserah end_deve/opment processes'

Otavolock 1969).

2) Decision making in a systems or organisational context

is move than the aggregate of individual decisions

(models E and C). Existing system or organisational

models (A, D and E), however, either ignore or deal

only peripherally with decision making (acquisition),

as well as other knowledge utilisation functions

such as implementation/utilisation support services

and evaluation research. These functions are directly

considered in the CISST model.

3) As in most R/D611 models, an innovation need not pass

through each function and in the sequence implied.

These functions and their varying combinations are,

however, generic characteristics of R/D6I.

The two general issues to be addressed in the analysis of R /D&I func-
.

tions are 1) how each function is performed and 2) the quality of inte-

gration among functions. The important considerations in addressing

those issues are simply the kinds of things done, the ways in which

these things get done (methods, processes, procbdures), the people

doing the work, the physical equipment, materials and time available

to do the work, and the place or places in which the work is done.

As Laurence andLorsch (1969) contend, the actions taken to assure that

each function is performed well (i.e., differentiation, segmentation,

departmentalization) create barriers to the integration of these same

functions. Differentiation carried out in terms of the kinds of things

done also results in differences in the way things are done, in the

backgrounds and experiences of those doing the work, in the equipment,

materials and time resources available, and in where the work is done,

These differences create barriers to the flow of work and information

among different functional groups, departments.or subsystems.



--lesuesdiskUng with hit* hewn covered in Institutions!

Sass (Section Ill), Goals Policies and Strategies (Section IV),

Administrative Processes (Section V) and Information Plow (Section

VIII). We will concentrate, therefore, on the issue of di(feren-

tiation in the following sections, touching briefly on integration

only where it seems particularly important to do so. Melly, the

considerations which we will deal with in determining the state of

differentiation are:

1) What is done (the functions.

2) How (the ways in which things are done).

3) Who (the personnel involved).

4) With what resources (physical equipment, materials

and time).

3) Where (physical and geographical location).
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MUD OW ITICO/04

It is generally held in the literature that something triggers the

entire RAU process, as well as each function or even tub- function.

That something we have called need identification f. Kelly.and

Kranabers 1973) and is rotated to the concepts of idea serration

(Rubenstein 1963), awareness (Rogers 1962), problem perception

(Robertson 1971) and need assessment (Rogers, Lin and Ultima as

reported in Kaltman and Duncan 1977). It includes the idea of

technical opportunity as a source of stimulus (or trigger) in that

such opportunities are seen to be responsive to actual or poten-

tial (future and generatable) needs. It will be vital to consider

these two aspects of need identification. Similarly, the issues

of need identification and need stimulation are,closely related.

Many nestea 'sexist" simply because they have been stimulated (e.p,:

by advertising). Where it is appropriate, the idea of need stimu-

,lation is to be subsumed within the more general term (as us

have used it) of need identification.

lut need identifi:)bion is important it is also quite difficult to

analyze. It may be dose at all or any one stage of the R /D&I process

(Kelly and Kranzberg) and, therefore, can involve a variety of

persons, institutions or roles. Furthermore, the methods, processes

or procedures of need identification vary across Rim functions

and among individuals, institutions or roles within functions. The

ubiquitous, variable nature of need identification helps to explain

its messy treatment in the literature and indicate the difficulties

in analyzing this function. .Because of its importance, however, such

an analysis must be undertaken, considering at least the following

issues as indicated in the Part III introduction:
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is need identification done all stages of the Ithil process?

Is need identification an ongoing, iterative process within the 11/06/

system - * or does it tend to be "one - time "" and/or "one-way".

Does the system attempt to project/predict probable/possible needs

"down the road" or respond only to the "immediate," currently

"pressing" needs?

Does the system intervene to generate or stimulate needs that can

be satisfied by capabilities it possesses or could develop?

Are the need identification processes responsive to user demands?

Do the processes attempt to create user awareness of needs?

Are need identification/stimulation processes responsive to

chanting/feasible technological opportunity?

Does the R/DGI system differentiate between the needs relevant to

different 11/D&I functions, the arD61 system per se, and the sector

served by the it/DU system?

e. Row

What are the initial need identification mechanisms?

What need identification methodologies are available? Utilized? Why

and with what results? Are they appropriate? Why are some

methodologies not utilized?

Now do gaps in the knowledge/technology base or in the personnel or

institutional bases.affett need identification processes?

sf 1
dp
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What ere the somata, procedur

New are moods comatteitod (so that they lead to potential innovations)?

iron whom and to whom?

How are "seeds" translated into "solution requirements"?

are the various need identification processes coordinzted,

orchestrated, secasedl

Nov does the system coordinate /mediate /integrate differing perceptions

of "needs" (e.s.1 basic researchers tend to define "needs"

differently than do users)?

RA10 need identification processes been stable or Instable over time

in terms of the institutions, personnel, mechanisms/methodologies

involved?

C, "Who Weed Identifiery4timulators

What institutions are the primary need identifiers? Ay?

Gl

tt.\.

thin these institutions, what organisational units of positions

are the primary need identifiers?

What are the characteristics of the organizations and the personnel

who are the primary need identifiers?

pt Resources

What are the resources (equipment, materials, personnel and tine)

.devoted to need identification; to need stimulation'

1 #



Are resources formally allocated to need identification processes!

To what extent are the need identification processes formalised
or informal! Ceatrelised or diffuse!

Are personnel trained specifically for need identification? Are

there special- purpose need ideieffication technologies?

Under what sorts of pressures does need identification operatM?.

Are the need identification processes primarily located within a
relatively few of the R/061 system's institutions, throughout
the overall RAW system itself, throughout the sector, or out-
side of the sector! Or is need identification done At all the**
levels?

Are the need identifica;ion and mood stimulation functions inte-
grated or differentiated?



ALL21111810MINULMI

The generatieuireieerch lunation encompasses what is typically called

basic and Applied research sod is concerned with the developmeat of

mew knowledge whether with oar with pt f technical or **wavelet

objective (ea. Members 1977, and Melly and Krensberg 1975).

Kelm looking at the t of issues or concerns involved in the

generation/rssearch funotici, we need to set a framework for our
,

discussion. First, Our cancers here is with what may be called

"disiiplined. inquiry" (though we do not deny the possibility that

dew knowledge- may result by soma "un-disciplined" process)* Second,

we use the double term "generationirisearcbs, to indicate that

"disciplined nquiry" is not nacesserity limited to "researchers ."

doing formal research in aformal research setting." Thus, while

our discussion below Ala focus primarily-on formal, organised. re-

search, it will important toknowwhereihow/by.whom new knowledge'

is being produUelioutsidie.of the formal research setting. Third3 we

have deliberately. avoided. setting up a detailed "typology" for the

generation/research function because relevant typologies appear to be

context-specific. We do find, however, some usefisiness in thinking

of generation/research in terms of three general types of processes:

1. search (i.e., determining what kayo/ledge already exists);

2. generstion/research per se (i.e., the creation of new

knowledge);

3* knowledge syntheiis,(i.e.the re-coibination of knowledge

into new forms e which` could be considered a particular

type of new-knoWledge production).

a4
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',are,:very mach aware of the continuing, controversy ,as to the

Obiliti/relevance etc. of a em ting tO distinguish between types

of.reeearch (usually basic ye. applied --. though Other descrip-.

tiafts' tan anci'llaVe been used).- Gonerany; we are avoiding the 'trap

by not sittemPtinti ter-differentiate across most of the issues to be.

discussed. But there are questions and situations where they cannot

'be avoided-. There, while recognizing that the real complexity is--

much' greater than Carl be captured by such a typology 'as basic and

applied; we will, Italie these terms in essentially the following ways:

PIesic" as applying to research tor.produce knowledge for its own.

sake (albeit''in 'areas. of interest) and "appli.eduids research to

produce knowledge relevant to a particular, problem or issue. We

are not,. and we do not expect the reader to be, satisfied;with this

differentiation across all contexts; and the literature ptovides no

other satisfactory and generally applicable resolution to this

question,

-

What

o

What kinds (dtaciplinds, areas of inquiry, basic vs. applied) of

e geiurratiorate;earch activities are there within'the R/D&I

systep 'or sector?

What is the'.bilanceamong: search, gendration/research,,and knowledge

syntheses processes?

14

What -relative priorities are given to basic research (the search for

knOwledge "for 'its own sake") or applied research (the search

for, knowledge relevant to a _specific issue or Problem)? To the

various disciplines. involved? 'A

IS generation/r,esearch an ongoing, or periodic activity?

:geparation/research responsive to user gdemands? To the:state-of-
,

he atts? TR the changing technologies/methodologies?

a. :44 ' 44.

4,,



Does "disciplined inquiry" occur outside of formal research

settlings? By whom?-- How? With '.what impact on R/D&I?

What methodologies :tend to be used? What methodologies are the.most

vrili4reliable.ana feasible with respect to the type of inno-

vation and the sector invi4Ved?-

Is th4 research done within a single discipline,.ok is it multi-'

disciplinary?

How is,therSiD&I system's knowledge base "tied into the relevant

: disciplines"?

-What are.the information sources, channels of communication and

retrieval mechsniSms aviilSble for use in the Search and/or

knowledge syntheses. processes ? "' How adequate are they? Which

ones are used or not used? WO uses them and who does not?

What are the linkages between basic and appliea research within the

R/D&I'systeM? Betweed researchers? BetWeen research organi-

'rationS? Between disciplines? Between R/D&I systeMs? Are

there gaps? Are existing linkages. used?' If not, why not?

By whom?.

What'competitive dynamics and; patterns are involved in the research

function statusiroprietary rights)? Involving what

researchers or research orgadizStions?' Are there problems of

secrecy?



s research being done,: by individuals or by teams; within individual

institutions or4acioss-institutional settings; etc.?

What kinds of institutions are involved;,-publiaprivate; profit/not-

, for7profit;uniyersitytindustry/R&DorginizatiOns/government;

etc.?:,.Where:arethe "centers excellence "? Which are

developing?

Who .coniroli decisions concerning, funding. of research; setting of

research priorities? What ,is the role_oVusers-in 'the setting

of research prioritiesT--7----

D. t Resources

What is the level of resources (equipment, material, personnel) devoted

tp generation/research? By area of inquiry? .By.discipline? By
process (Search vs. knowledge synthesis vs. generation/research)?

What is the available knowledge base? HOw is it changing?

What is the'level of maturation of the knowledge base and of the re-

search function-in a specific R /D&I system?

Are personnel trained specifically for generation/research? Are
thitie special purpose generation / iesearch equipment, machines

and supplies, methodologies?

Within wbat,sorts Of time,pressures does generation/research operate?'

'What stability of funding,: institutions, personnel is needed? Does

this differ across R/D&I.SectorS or in terms of particular types



of nnovztion?:: What hasimen the Pattern of such stability?

What level. of stability can beiwojected for:the future?

What. is the rate at which the-research function can be built or

expanded?

Are generation/research activities located within a relatively few

throughout the R/D&I systeni itself, throughout

the sector, or outside the sector? 'Or is generation/research

done at all these levels?

Are these institutions'independent
or embedded within operating

Organiiations (or both)? If the former how autonomous are
they?

To what extent are research activities cdntraliied or decentralized
with the sector/the operating institutions?



r

The devilopment function is that part of knowledge production which

takes existing' knowledge and transforms it into a farm ar format which

can be uttlr berg 1966, and Kelly andltranzberg
/975). Development is often..unders tailing where research

.stops.and ending when' the divelopmentoutput is ribl*ZX oduction

or ase., in practice linkages tothe research function mag7-"be

and there may may not be a. clear.seperationof the development

and production and imilementation/utilization functions.

. What

Is the intended development output simple or complex; large scale or

small scale; expensive or inexpensille? What mix of technological

Skills is required?.

What are the implications of the nature of the product on: the nature

of the development process required; the type, mix and number of

personnel required; the feasibility of pilot testing, evaluation?

What support materials (e.g.: instructional.manuals)' must be developed?
,

. What support services (e.g.: maintenance) will have to be provided?

At'whatpoint is the development output ready for initial' field test-

ing?' At what point has the development output been sufficiently

tested to perodt production, dissemination and Utilization?'

Are developers creating develcipMent outputs which are in fact "out,

of-date-because the state of the art permit superior outputs

`to be. developed?



What are.the product and process design requirements? Engineering

requirements?

BL How

Is the development process being done in clear and separate steps?

What decisions are made in this process?

What'steps are or are not needed? Are any "needed" stepi being omitted

or done inadequately?

How and what kind of quality control is done?

To what extent (awl in what ways) does the developer seek and receive"

additional information from users during various stages of the

development process? What are the communication linkages between
developers and Producers?

-Do the developers provide support services to producers? To users?

What kinds of support services?

What is the extent of clarity and certaintin process of need identi-

fication (for development outputs)? Can users clearly specify

what they need? Do developers know exactly what users mean? Is

the developer then able to say with assurance to the user: "This

development output is what you asked for"? Is it then obvious

to users what to do with the'development output?

' To what extent is it relevant to focus development on technological

opportunities (i.e., in the expectation that once developed, the

output will be seen by users as "needed")? To what extent do
rj

the developers attempt to "forecast" potential user "needs" foi

development outputs based on technological opportunities? How



is such "forecasting" done? By whom (i.e.,; by the develoiers;

by use of consultants; by producers, .by marketing departments;

etc.)?

TollhAt extent is the development process stimulated by/informed

by research activity 'and'icientiftc knowledge as opposed to

being self propelled by the state-of-the-developmental-arts?

A

Is development being done by specialiZed development or R&D organize -

,tions, by a'deVilopment dipartient of an organization, or by

users?

What organizations are doing development? Are they: private or public;

profit or not-for-profit; large scale or small scale; sector-

specific or sector-spanning? What is their commitment to the

sector?

What is the range or mix of development outputs on which the devel-

opment organization works?

Who does/should do evaluation of development proposals, projects, out-

puts - i.e., what should be the evaluation role of developers,

users, researdhers, funding agencies, etc.?

IlLiesources,
r

What level of resources (equipment, materials, personnel and time) are

needed/devoted to development?
,

What are registid time line* for development? What affects the time

nature of the output; availability of personnel,

funding, supplies; laws and regulations;'etc.)?



What kinds anoVwhat'levels Of skills and technical sophistication do

the developers need to have intelation to particular types of

products "(development outputs) being developed? What kinds and

what levels of technical sophistication do the various developers

.currently have?

Is testing feasible? What does a test prototype cost? Are required

technologies and facilities available? Are the criteria for

".evaluation simple and clear cut or complex andhard to, define?

What constraints are therein relation todevelopment outputs

(e.g.: existing manufacturing facilities and technologies

cannot produce the development output; cost of modifying or

replacing existing equipment; legal regulation; social

pressure; etc.)? Are developers aware of/responsive to such.

Constraints?

To what externai.influencei are the developers most vulnerable (e.g.:

high dependence on government funding.,in general, or in relation

`to a particular set of governmental agencies; fluctuations In

priorities given totheir particular areas of'developmental

concerns; etc.)? Are the developers flexible/adaptable in terms

Of their areas' Of focus, the clients whom they serve, their

mix of technological skills, the changing, social /legal/

economic /political environment, etc.? .

E. Where

Are developers many or few? Centrally located or geographically die-

persed? Located within institutions performing. other functions

or in specialized institutions?



The production function 'is a critical R/D&I function within the

overall flow of innovation from knowledge production to knowledge uti-

lization. A central issue is whether or not the production function

can handle the results of R&D (Abernathy and Townsend 1975). Thus, to

do research and development without considering whether or how the R&D

outcome can /will be "produced" is to risk slowing down the translation

of innovation from knowledge production to 'knowledge utilization -- -

or even (at worst) td risk making R&D outcomes, meaningless in relation

to utilization (Havelock 1969, Zaitman and Duncan 1977).

In addition to the impact the production function can have on the over-

all R/D&I process, we may note that the designing of production systems

is a process of innovation itself. Further, we also sometimes find

the development function occurring within the production function as

efforts are made to adjust production-to R&D outcomes. Also, we must

take note that in some sectors of fields of knowledge, no clearly

differentiated'production function is visible, but rather it is

embedded in a development function. This is most common where

the product of the R&D system is a procedure or a new perspective

requiring only some form of communication- (an announcement or a

Paper). for the innovation to be disseminatable. In these cases the

production requirements can become trivial and able to bellandled from

within development. This is not to be taken as ignoring the

importance of such production functions as.publishing, T.V. pro-
.

duction, etc.,which do represent differentiated production'

functibns.

A. What

The issue of i'what".is produced involves a description of the

innovaeions. This is dealt with under Feature IX: Innovations.



What are the products or process** produced? Are they simple or com-

pia? Large or small? Evolutionary or radical changes from

existing products or processes?

Whet is the scale and scope Of production processes?

Is production dace in single or multiple unit processes? Are these

continuous or separate? ,To what extent does the work of one

production unit affect another?

Moweust the product be designed so that it can be produced with

existilufecilities and equipment? In order to meat specifics-
, -,

tionselti,otder to reduce costs? What relative emphasis is

to belaaced-on colt vs. quality in product design?

What are the-engineering requirements of production in relation to

the nature of the product and the facilities/equipment involved?

What are the requirements for designibg the production system (e.g.:

building faPilities)? How is this designing done? By whom?

What are the requirements for production planning and control (e.g.:

how many are to be produced in what order)? How might such

requirements constrain the production of pew innovations. What

methods are used?

What kinds of production operatiOns are called for (e.g. : automation,

aseembly line, continuous process,, intricate/sophisticated vs.

unskilled operations, etc.)? What kinds of in process, (sater

ials handling) transportation are needed? .

How is quality control done? How rigorously?

ris

Mr
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can parts of prediction process be sobcontracted?'Are they?

Which pirtgt.

Are production tOdbniques end facilities relatively "fixed" - or
are4hey adaptable and flexible? Bow is adaptability/flexibility

effected by the nature of the technology; by the scale/scope of

production requirements and costs?

Row does the nature of the materials involved affect produotionl. Are

the materials reactive? Aro the material* easy or difficult t*

work with? Do they have to be transpoxted, stored? Do they

have to be transformed?

\\How is the choice of production technologies influenced by the

\ availability/cost of labor,waterials, energy sources,\

\ transportation, etc. (factor -endowments in economic

terms). What are the implications for the "appropriateness"

of various technologies?

C. Who

Is-prodUctionbeing don, by specialized production or from written

RAID organizations, by a production department of an organize-

tion or by a separate usor organization?

What organizations are carrying out the production function? Are they:

private or public; profit or not-for-profit; Urge,, medium

or small scale; secter -specific or sector-spanning? Whet'

is their Commitment ,to the sector?

Who chooses tie Oodticers? Row?

1 4' 7
'0\

a .



What level of resources! (equipment, materials, personnel and timel

are utilised in production?

0

rAl* specialised pm:amnia required? Is cooperation among personnel

required? Are personnel available? Are there any special

personnel constraints that could affect production` (e.g.:

union regulations)?

Are the production processes of sufficient scale or scope to meet the

requirements imposed by a specific R&D product-or to produce

sufficient quantities to meet user needs?

What are the technological characteristics of production techniques

and facilities? Is the available technology appropriate and

adequate? Is it "in place"? Does the production process req4-ire
..

sophisticated technology or relatively simple technology!

What is the rate.of hangs in t development of new production tech-

nology?

What are the time pressures involved? Is obsolescencea significant

problem?

What costs are involved? Does production require large or small

scale capital, operation and/or maintenance costs? Are there

any special patterns of cost expenditures to be'considered?



Are producers centrally located or geographicallxdispersed?
4

Are there Any special regional, local /state, or international

requirements or pattern' 4

Are there any requirements to place producers near users, materials

sources, energy sources, transportation links,: etc.?

.
5

"I

f
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An R/D611.system comprises all the functions_related to knowledge

Production (KP) and knowledge utilisation (XU).' Per R /D&I to coo-.

prise a complete system,
4
there must be a "bridge" over which the work

done in knowledge productiaa can be "sent" to users -* or, conversely,

over which'users,may come to "find" results of knowledge production

ublelisre useful to them (c.f. Robertson 1971,..and Zaleman and

Duncan 1977) . Similarly, there must be such 'a two-way bridge for

keowledge production persrmael to learn about user seeds and for

users to communicate their needs to knowledge production personnel.

Such KP -KU activities may be (and are) described varioceipl

Although ea single descri? :ive term would likely be"adequate to

describe all such K2 -KU ltmking activities, the folle4ing four

terns or.'categories reasomzhly well capture the types and broad-

Ines of KP -KU linking activities: marketing (Which is a producer-

oriented description); distribution (Which implies the methods

by which and the extent tc *Itch KP results are made available to

Veers); dissemination (10hteNhas a more general, broad information

floZt connotation); and diffusion (Which implies:is less proactive

process than the first Brea terms). We recognize, of course,

that these are not completely discreet concepts; that, indeed,

they overlap significantly; and that the terms are often times'

variously defined by varf.ous people. We also emphasize that these

XP-KU linking processes ittlude both user -user and KP-KU communi-

citions,(Ravelo0C.1969:and Zaltman and Duncan 1977).

A. What
*

What are the marketing, etc. Implication, of the products being

simple or complex? Of there being many or few products?
the products being "hard" or "soft"?

Of
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theHnroduttiremi4Vato theirpioceSses of marketing/diS-.
. A.:tribut4,on#,110.? Por axaMple.1 *Olds resat with some con.-

but' at qthers; educational IthD products may beers

modified ty the Way they are promoted and disseminated to

teacheif and students.) ,uto

ow do' product characteriatics 'effect* the 'requirements for marketing/

`dietribUtion/disseminetion/diffusion

What are t4441icaitotleof qerwheing

of'produce-tYpee?

.

hi

mechanisms and systems?

small,vs. large "mix"

What kindkOf mechanisms, methods, systems are most appropriate in

relatiOn to specific types of products and /or to specific types

of users?

What is'theilovel of user trust in relation' to tlproduct, the

*producer, the marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion

10tem?

Underwhat conditions would different methods be considered cost/

'effective?

What methods and channels are being used? Are not being used? Why

not?

.-Are there alternative channels, or are users dependent on a

single linkage to knowledge producers? If so, what happens

if 'it "fails "?

Are verious'channels inter-connected or fragmented?
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the merk4ing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion system user.-

drivetli.e.1 essentially controlled by users) or user - oriented

1-4-14-4-.0thilw-uararr-inSet- it-taken into account, their input is
not determinative)? What mechanisms are used to "stimulate
user demand"?

What is the level of R/D6d system maturation? How does this affect
the need for/relevance of different merketinedistributioni

dissemination/diffusion methods and approaeiesl

What linkages exist between the marketing/distribut4cin/dissemination/

diffusion on the one hand and researchers/developers/producers/

users on the ocher? Are there significant "gaps" in the system?

What mechanismi are used in marketing/distribution, etc., for
quality control, s!:ctring. retrieval, packaging, and tailoring?

-What role is played, b7 intermediary linking organizatiods or personnel?

C. Who

What types of organizations are involved in marketing/distribution/

dissemination/diffusion within theAt/DO system or in relation
to a particular 2 output or set of KP outputs (e.g.: private
or public; profit or not-for profit;

producers/users/intermediaries)?
What are their respective roles? What is their level of pro-
fessionalism? What is their commitment to a particular sector?

What are the characteri.tics of these organizations (..g.: large or

small; sector-specific or sector-spanning; level of maturation;
stable or unstable; etc.)?

What are the implicatixts of there being many potential users, or
only a few? Of users being aggregated or diffuse?



What are s implications bf there being many, potential users,'or

oniy1a few?

Are the potential users relatively homogeneous or heterogeneous in

terms of: needs; interests,,acquisitionamplementaiion/utilisation

capabilities, geographic location, type of organization, etc.?

What are the entry points into the user system? Who will make the

acquisition decisions? Will these be different in different

product types?

What are the typical user patterns of adoption of innovations?

What contextual constraints are there in the user system (e.g.: lack

of resources to acquire; burdensome funding or bidding require-

low level of selection/testing/evaluation or implementation/

'utilization capabilities)?

What level of awareness do use*s have about a product; about their

need for a product?

Is it relatively easy or difficult to identify which users are the

relevant potential target population? To identify/define the

needsof various users?

What motivational constraints'do the users have in terms of motivation

to study, test, evaluate, implement and/or utilize a product

(e.g.: time constraints, training requirements, prior bad

experiences, etc.)?

What effects do the above considerations have on requirements for

marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion mechanisms and

systems? On policies and strategies?

ff

Who monitors the marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion

mechanisms and processes?
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What level of priority and resource commitment is given to marketing/

distribution/dissemination/diffusion?

.

Are there special
marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion skills

required? Special materials? Equipment?

What are the time pressures involved?

E. Where

Is
marketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion centrally located

or geographically dispersed? In relation to research? In
relation to users?
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Acquisition has been generally considered as the and point of most

models of the R/Dia process, but is far more brondly,:conceptualized

in the CISST model. Existing modals of the innovation-decision

nrocess are, furthermore, based on the'individual as decision

maker (Rogers and Shoemakei'1971), whereas we recognize the impor-

tance of dealing with it at organizational as well as individual

levels.

Acquisition processes in organizations are conceptually lees precise

than individual processes (March and Simon 1950. Acquisition

decisions can and. do occur at almost any or all stages of the know-

ledge utililation process and, for that matter, can be reversed

later on. There are a variety of different individuals and groups

potentially involved in these various decisions, and decision

making need not always be formal. In short, the organizational

innovation-decision process is dynamic, complex and stochastic in

nature (c.f. Zaltman, et'al. 1973) and therefo're difficult to

analyze.

A. What

What are the steps in acquisition processes? What defines/describes

an acquisition in different contexts?

Are users aware of their needs or "performance gaps"? And does this

lead them to search for innovations or do innovations create

needs?

Are bids used/required for innovations?

Is testing done before purchase?

Is the evaluation formal or informal?



Is purchasing formslised (purchasing agent or departiment)?

to the acquisition process relatively simple or complex? Centralised
or diffuse?

In what ways do users become aware either of their needs or of inno-

vations (e.g.: from need surveyerpressurelrom the environment;

critical events; publications; informal communications; meetings;

marketing efforts of producers; etc.)?

How extensive is the search for innovations?

What is the bidding process? Doc,' it exclude any pocentie suppliers"

Are the budgeting oral bidding processes flexible or rigid? What time

line* are !evolved in budgeting and bidding processest

How extensive is the testing ' innovations by acquirers? ',het are

the rating criteria used id suzh tasting?

On what b. is are purchAse decisions mode? What are the rating

criteria used in purchasing?

Are there any kinds of coc?erative purchasing/leasing arrangements

between institutions, between agencies of a level of govern-

ment 'e.g.: police and fire departments) 'I.e.?

To chat extent is the acquisition process formatizeC Which steps?

What laws /regulations or organizational policies/regulations affe't

the acquisition process?
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What, types of Individuals or organisations are the users of the

innovetiams(private/publio; profit/not-for-profit/non-
,,

profit; large, medium or small; sector-spenning or sector

specific; etc.)?

What personnel within user organisatiois are involved in/have

authority over: the setting of criteria for testing,

evaluation, purchasing; deciding what is "needed"; making

purchase decisions; etc.?

What are the rotes of: producer personnel; intermediate agency per-

ionnel (vendors, professional associations, disseminators,

"clearinghouses", etc.); "product champions"; and user

personnel (purchasing agents, engineers, higher level decision/

policy makets, users-of the innovations)?

Are the personnel who make purchasing decisions different from the

personnel who will utilize the acquisition? Would the

personnel who would utilize the acquisition be capable of

making technical evaleations? Do purchasing personnel use

different acquisition criteria than do the personnel-Who would

utilize the acquisition? How are such differences resolved?

With what effect on acquisition decisions (in terms of the value

of the acquisition to the personnel who must use the acquisition)?

D. Resources

What is the level of resources devoted to acquisition processes?

What are the technical resources (e.g. fOr testing) of user organize-
,

iions? In relrtion to the requirements of the innovations? Are

these resources adequate?



To what extent are specialised personnel required for need assess-

ment, search, test, evaluation, purchase, etc.? Activities?

Are *these personnel available?

Are special purpose arterials or equipment required for any or ill

of the steps of acquisition? Are these materials or equipment

available?

What are the time pressures involved?

What are the intraorganisational linkages (e.g.: between user

personnel, engineers, purchasing agents)? What are the int r-

organisational linkages (e.g.: between producers and user

organisations)?

R. Where

Auser organisations,(and testin organizations, etc.) centrally

located or geographically dilipersed? In relation to producer

organizations? Research organizations?

;
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Imelementstioa/utilisation also tends to be ignored in most models

Of R/061 processes, These sieges of subprocesses begin after users

toe actually purchased or acquired an innovation or developed it

themselves. In this last case development may occur conveniently

with implementation/utilisation. It is important to note that

there are significant. qualitative differences between implementa-
tion and utilisation. Implementation is the initial use or instal-

lation of the innovation. Rogers and Aserwela-Rogers (1976:163)

describe installation as,"the process of connecting the innovation

to the ongoing structure and activities of the organization." Uti-

lisation refers to the continued, sustained use of an innovation

which is in essence "the process of removing the.status of

Innovation" (Rogers and Agerwala-Rogers).

While there is little merit in trying to delineate precisely where
implementation ends and utilization begins, there are ioMa signilicantly
,different dynamics between the two. For example, during.implementa-

.
tinny the user.is dealing with a relatively new phenomenon; during
vtilizefion, the innovation becomes "familier". Indeed, failure during
implementation may prevent (or at least Set a negative "tone" for)
sustained, continuing utilization of an innovation.

At the same time, however, many of the relevant issues are very similar,
and it is for this reason that implementation/utilization is considered
here as a single function. With an-awareness of both the differences
*ad similarities between implementation and utilization, the researcher
or policy /decision maker can deteriine (in a specific instance) the
extent to which implementation and utilization may be considered simul-
taneously or mead to be considered separately.

The items below illustrate the kinds of issues relevant to implements-
tion/utilization.
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Have innovations been accepted within user organisations on a cone

Unsling, sustained basis? Has innovation been "institutionalised"

(i.e., has it become basic/essential to user Organisattoos, or

has it remained peripheral)?

Are innovations utilised in, stages? I. testing needed? Are trial runs

needed?

In what ways can/will innovation and usage be extended to improve

over time? What will be required? Will innovations be utilized

in stages?

Does testing "destroy" or "use up" innovations? Can non-destructive

. methods (e.g.: simulation) be used?

What are the user's relationship with the producer? Is the user

dependent on the producer? In what ways? Are alternative

sources (producers) available to the user? Is the user aware

of these alternative sources? If not, why not? Does the user

"favor" one source over anottier? If so, why and with what effects?

B. How

How is usage of innovation instigated, routinized and standardized?

What are the processes for monitoring, evaluation, modification? For
de-bugging? For trial runs?

What are the processes for providing innovations with maintenance and
support services?

160
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Ciotti De the influence of institutional o:ructures and resources

on how imptementationiutilisation takes place? for Cnasple,

are reuired liaison functions in existetce? Technical service

4

runtime:

What is the effect of innovation source? Of Laplementation strategy?

Bow are illAOVIICiORS adjusted or altered for sm.: during usage in

peciftc settings?

Who and what types of organisations or individ4als are users? (private/

public :. profit/not-for-profitinon-profiz; larse/eadiumienall;

sector-sptnninesector-specific, etc.).

Who are the key user personnel? With respect :o what aspects of Sample-
,

nentatianUtilizatron? Who are the user change agents and opinion

leaders`

Does innovation provide status for user orgam:stions or organizational

departments or personnel? Is there proftssional status associated

with innovation?

Do organizatinns including the producer help :he user implement

and/or serrice the innovation? What oriinization?

Who/what user activities are/will be affected 'r,y innovations? In

what inys: What organizational changes are/will be needed?

What is the history of innovation in the user system: How do these

differ bevueen organizations and within specific organizations?

Is inno...ncion diffused throughout the s..stem or is it utilized

in only a segment? If the latter, why7



is what way, doss innovation require or allow expansion of an

ovganiaation's eepehiliti,s, facilities, support services,

etc/ What does innovation replace is terms of previous tech -

nology, equipment, personnel, etc.?

What actual or potential conditions tend to affect the acceptance or

rejection of the innovations?

9. Resouram

What capabilities do users need for implementation /utilisation?

Do they have or lack such capabilities? Which user organise-

time and/or personnel? With respect to which aspect of

implementation/utilisation processes?

What is the scope of activities and system adaption required? What
resources are needed? What level of technoleKtcal solhistica-

tion is required? For what technologies?

What training of user personnel is provided? What preparation must

be made for support services such as accounting, computer pro-
gramming? What supplies must be ordered? Are organization

development activities needed to prepare for implementation?

What costs are involved in maintenance? What support services, per-

sonnel, training of personnel must be provided for maintenance?

What need does the user have for producer help in implementation/

utilization?

What is the capability of.the producer to provide such help (e.g.: the
producer's ability to train user personnel; the producer's tech-

nical capabilities)?
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a.

What is the willingness of the producer to prods such help? what

incentives does do. producer have? Does the producer provide

such service as a standard procedure? is the particular

situation, of special importance to the producer?

Whet are the incentives and /or barriers for users in the process of

'innovation? What are the "entry points" for innovation?

1.1.1theite

Are user organisation* (and testing organisations, etc.) centrally

located or'seographically dispersed? in relation to producer

organisations? Research organisations?



A basic tenet of the planned change literature which somebow,hes

tended to be ignored in models of innovation is the provision of.-

services in support of innovation (Owls 1,970).. ,While the

need for support services will be relevant (thaUgh different In

specifics) for all oflthe RID61 funottoni, the need generally seems
to be greatest in support of iaplementation/utilisation

(Doctors 1969).

What are the R/D6I systea's requiremercs/needs for support SerVIC4S
(e.g.: protection of proprietary rights; testing ind analysis;

equipment; supplies; transportation; computer services; main-.

tenance services; training; etc.)?

How do these requirements/needs differ according to level of system

maturity, R /D6t function, R/0611 institutions, typo of innovation

involved, etc.?

What services are the R/DO system or institutions unable to,provide

for themselves?' What services sheuld they not provide for
.thezassavef? Why Not?

How dept,.tent are the R /D&l$ system or institmtions upon the support

services? What are the effects of such dependence?

nj.......knr

What combination of rant /buy strategies (for obtaintitg support services)"'

are most appropriatb at a partitular tine, under existing condi-

tions, for a particular type of support service or innovation;
etc.?



What barriers/coitstraints to linkage exist (e.g.: legal constraints;

slow PaYment by public agencies for services received; support

service system not being interested in the particular R /D&I

tioakages'exist'between the R/D6I system/institutions and the
e

rquired/heeded support services?

What:gaps -are there? What is the impact of these gaps?

ric

or section)?

What are the sources of support services? Are there'alternative sources

from which to choose? If so, what are the significint differences

_-------;--betweenT them?

St.

Resources

What level of sophistication and/or specialization is required in the

support services?

To what extent are the required/needed support services available or

Are there significant delays in obtaining support services?not?

What is the level of 'technical capability of the Support service systems?

o.

What is the quality of support services. available?

t level-of resources are deveted to support services?

are

What is the location, of support service agencies in relation to .their

client organizations?

tik

')
.t.

Ai. rkj1
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XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

The evaluation research function is often imply called "evaluatLo
'We 'have deliberately chosen to use the tern "evaluation research" o
indicate that while evaluation is done in relation to knowledge u ili-
zation, there is a research/knowledge pro iuctionpcomponent to e lua-
tion. Thus, while evaluation research is done to inform funder

P.

policy makers, decision makers andmanag rs, it does create k ledge
which (in turn) expands.the knowledge b se for R/D&I (Zaltman nd
Duncan 1977). _

/

Eveuation research may be either of o basic kinds (c.f. Forrester

1968). On the one hand, it may be do e for the purpose of p oviding

policy/decision makers with data on w ich they may base decisions to
continue, discontinue or modify a progiram,

\

simply to "evaluate" the effects of a program/project.

the focus is on "dui results", and the evaluation research

project, etc. or

In ether case,

would
usually be done only after a significa t period of time hai elapsed

since the beginning of a program, proje t, etc. - - e.g.: upon the
completion of a program, project, etc., r at some regula ly scheduled,

but f,tirly long, intervals (e.g.-: annual y). This kind f evaluation
resarch is often called "summative".

On the other hand, evaluation lsearch may done on 'a ongoing basis
during the life of a program, ject, etc. Here the p rpose is to

provide managers with data upon which "mid-co rse", ope ational changes

can be made as .needed. This kind of evaluati resear is often called
"formative".

There are potential conflicts between_the two t es o evaluation re-
search. In summative evaluation research, premIm wo ldopsnally be



placed on avoiding input, which could alter the program, project, etc.,

- - in order to avoid "contaminating" the research process. In forma-

tive evaluation research, however, premium is given precisely to inputs

which would allow such alterations. SiMilarly, the research designs

tend to be different for these two types of evaluation research.

. What

Which kinds of evaluation research is being done?

What are the objectives of proposed evaluation research? Which kind

of evaluation research is needed to accomplish these objectives?

What are the implications, for evaluation research if the focus of eval-

uation is short-term as compared to long-term? If the focus is

on consequences related to the immediate user as compared to

consequences related Lo society?

What is the nature of the programs or projects being evaluated (e.g.:

large or small scale; number and type of people involved in or

affected by; level within system; social service or physical

science based; length of time before "results" can reasonably

be expected; etc.)?

Are the goals/objectives of the programs or projects clear?

In what ways and to what extent does the nature of the, programs con-

strain the feasibility, reliability or validity of evaluation

research?

g. How

What, methodologies are used for evaluation research?
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To what extent are the methodologies validated, replicable? In

what fields, disoiplines, sectors? To what extent does the

nature of the program or project (or the situational context)

constrain validation aAd/or replication?

What are the criteria :post which evaluation will be made?

OW are the'evaluatio,- L r;teria developed?

Have potential conflicts }.0 data interpretations, Nine of results

and. access to rosulL: been identified prior to designing the

evaluation rese!arc:1, process? If so, how will these considera-

tions be built illtu thcr design process; and/or what steps'will

be taken to deal '4!1, the potential conflicts?

If both kinds of evalwitjon research are done, can they be done within

the same resear::11 or must the research designs be

different? Wouic' LAlc: _ ',2s arch evaluators who do the formative

evaluation reset ., r)a able to be objective about the summative

evaluation resea,

What are the similar 3 Eferences and/or conflicts between

methodologies ,o1::A_.i.ve and summative evaluation research?

At what points in tip. 1ud,;611 resarch. process should formative oval -.

uation be undo:-

Can direct "measuremen(s" of outcome be obtained (or can they be obtained

only after long r,),ods of time)? Are "secondary" or "predictor"

indicators avaiii 1 With what.degree'of reliability and validity'?

C. Who

Who are the signiflt,'ar.t participants (e.g.: the evaluation researchers;

fuiders; policy inlkc,rs; decision makers; managers; staff; external

political or pre::,:sLtu. groups)?



At what levels or in what parts of the system are the pareiCipanis

' located (e.g.:,H local, state, federal levels of government; top

level managers; functional managers)?

What are the information needs, perspectives, "vested interests",

objectiVes, rOle0 of the participants? To what extent and in

what ways are these perspectives, etc.,different or in conflict?

Wha Is-the-nature and history of the relationship between the partici-

pants (e.g.i collaborative, conflictual, none, etc.)?

Who controls the problem definition (i.e.,, decides what is to be

researched and evaluated)?

Who determines what criteria and methodologies are to be used?

Who determines whose information needs will/will not be met?

Who has access to the evaluation research results? Who determines

access?

Who determines how the evaluation results wilrbe used?

What is the role of theraluation researcher in determining problem

definition, criteria, and access to results?

D. Resources

What skills do evaluation researchers need to have? Do these skill

requirements differ for the design, data gathering, data analysis

and data reanalysis stages? In terms of types of innovations?

Do'the skill requirements differ between formative and summative

evaluation researchers?



What'is the training and background of the evaluation researcher.?

What is the levtl of resources devoted to evaluation?

Are special materials or equipment needed? Are they available?

E. Where

What is the geographiCal or physical location of "evaluations" in

relation to their clients?



PART FOUR

RESEARCH ON R/D&I

a



XIX. RESEARCH ON I/D&I

As the literature cited in this report indicates/there is a large

and growing research effort and dommunity of scholars concerned

with R/D&I. Much of this research has centered on industrial research

in the U.S. and Western Europe (c.f. Rubenstein 1963), but in recent
years there has been increasing diversity in terms of R/D4I sectors

or systems studied, methodologies utilized, etc. (c.f. Rogers and

Agarwala-Rogers 1976,and Zaltman et- al. 1973) which provides a

research base for the study of particular sector or system and cross

sector or system analyses. The kinds of research pertinent to the

contextual analysis framework would include policy research/policy

analysis done for an R/D&I system institution, research on any of
the R /D &I features, research on R/D&I systems in general, contextual

analyses relevant to particular R/D6I systems, and research on

research (R2).

Some important issues in analyzing available research on R/D&I

could include:

Control - - who determines what research on R/D&I will be done, how

it will be done,' who has access to data findings, how findings

will be used?

Focus - - On what aspects of R/D&I does the research focus?

Methodology - - What methodologies are used? What are the strengths

and weaknesses of the methodologies?

Scope - - Is the research narrowly or broadly focused?

Generalizability - To what,extent are the implications of the find-

ings generalizable?
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Institutionalization Are thereresearch organizations or

...departments which focUs on research on R./MI? Or is the

research on R/D&I being done by individual researchers or

small research teams apart from any institutionalized

base? Is research on R/D&I done on a continuing or on an

occasional basis?

Developmental state For what aspects of R/D&I is research at a

high or low level of development?

Literature base - - How adequate is the literature in ref- d to the

empirical and theoretical bases for research on 10)&12 What

information do we have about R/D&I? How valid and reliable is

the information? What "gaps" exist?

Utilization - - How have research findings been used (or not used)?

Why or why not? By whom?

1 , Impact - How have the research findings affected R/D&I systems?

What are the implications of the research findings for R/D&I

systems? For functions or aspect.. if R /D&I systems?

- - Who determines what research on R/D&I will be done, haw

it will. be done, who will do it, who viii have access to findings,

how findings will be used?

R
2

- - What research is being done (and by-whom) about the nature

and process of research on R/D&I?

The Research on R/D&I Community What is the need for encouraging

the development of the communities of researchers on R/D&I? How

might this best be done in order to balance both short term and

long term impact?
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